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Description

B2B

Business-to-Business

B2B2C

Business-to-Business-to-Consumer

B2B2X

Business-to-Business-to-X

CAGR

Compound annual growth rate

CMS

Content Management System

DoA

Description of Action

DSM

Demand Side Management

E2E

Exchange-to-Exchange

eMBMB
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European union
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Non-Governmental Organisations

NILM

Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring

NSA

Non-Stand-Alone

NSP

Network Service Providers

OSP

Online Service providers
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Political, Economic, Social, Technical, Legal, Environmental

SCP

Smart Charging Points
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Vehicle-to-Everything
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Electric Vehicle
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Content Delivery Network

QoS

Quality of Service
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1. Executive summary
The deliverable documents the following aspects of the project use cases: The updates on the 5G
Market; the updates of the market for the living labs; the updates in the factors affecting the
exploitation of the use cases from the market; technology monitored in the lifecycle of the
project.
Firstly, a general project framework is presented and the positioning of the deliverable, an update
on how the evolution of 5G market in the past years have been a key enabling factor for the use
cases. The increase in availability of public hardware with 5G capability and the success in
network presence has given more accurate numbers on the market potential of the industries
targeted by the project.
Next the deliverable concentrates on the specific market analysis for each of the use cases in the
project by providing the PESTLE and SWOT for each of the use cases, as well as creating an
empathy map to get a clearer idea about the end user of the use case technology and how the
use case can specifically target them in their exploitation and business planning activities. This
also includes an analysis of the stakeholders in the use case and the power each stakeholder has
in the success of the use case developed.
Finally, the deliverable provides a look into the results of the technology monitoring framework
created and how the knowledge generated by this is used by the use cases for adoption or
implementation of various technologies which have come up in the past years.
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2. Introduction
This section outlines the goal of the deliverable in the context of the overall 5G-SOLUTIONS
project as well as the mapping of the deliverable to the relevant task. Furthermore, it provides
an overview of the document structure.

2.1 Mapping Projects’ Outputs
The purpose of this section is to map 5G-SOLUTIONS Grant Agreement commitments, both within
the formal Deliverable and Task description, against the project’s respective outputs and work
performed, which is showing in Table 1.
Table 1 Adherence to 5G-SOLUTIONS GA Deliverable & Tasks Descriptions

5G-SOLUTIONS Task

Task 8.1 Market
assessment
and
technology
monitoring

All involved members will perform a
continuous market and research watch in
order to identify and verify that the use cases
to be trialled are indeed the most relevant
having the highest commercialisation interest
and potential amongst the targeted vertical
industries. This task will undertake a market
survey assessment to understand the sectoral
needs and opportunities for 5G-SOLUTIONS,
with an initial focus on telecoms and SMEs. The
market analysis will include a SWOT analysis,
trend analysis and, where appropriate,
develop tactical and strategic responses,
informing its commercialisation plan in task
T8.2. It will also seek to understand well how
5G- SOLUTIONS compares and contrasts to
other solutions being developed within the
market, to define a market position and unique
value propositions for the solution.

Respective
Document
Chapter(s)

Justification

The entire
deliverable deals
with the task
defined in the
DoA. Section 2 of
the deliverable
covers updates to
the General
Market Analysis
of 5G as well as
its specific
updates to each
LL vertical.
Section 4 deals
with the market
analysis of the
verticals. The final
Section deals with
the technology
monitoring
process.

The deliverable outlines the
current market landscape for
both 5G as a whole as well as for
each of the verticals. The
information gathered provides a
good overview of the market
trends which will be helpful in
the commercialisation of the
technologies built in the project.
The deliverable also outlines and
updates on the framework being
used for the technology
monitoring by setting up a
Knowledge Base.

5G-SOLUTIONS Deliverable
D8.1B - Market assessment & technology monitoring
(v2.0) report detailing the business opportunities and barriers for 5G vertical applications providing a roadmap for all
future 5G applications development.
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2.2 Deliverable Overview and Report Structure
Section 1 and 2 of the deliverable focuses on introducing the deliverable. Section 1 provides an
executive summary of the deliverable while Section 2 is divided into 2 sub-sections, the mapping
of project outcomes in the deliverable and the structure.
Section 3 provides a project background and the general update in relation to the 5G market and
the markets of the various Living labs.
Section 4 contains the use case level with specifics of the PESTLE and SWOT analysis for each use
case. This section also provides the Empathy Map for each use case to better understand the
end-user’s needs and what they value the most. The Stakeholders analysis provides us with a
good understanding of the use case partners and how to approach all relevant stakeholders in
the use cases.
Section 5 of the deliverable outlines the outcomes from the technology monitoring throughout
the project lifecycle and how the needs and transformation of use cases were defined from this.
The final section of the deliverable summarizes the work documented and the plans for
exploitation for the use cases.
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3. Project Background and Context
3.1. Project Overview
The 5G-SOLUTIONS project works in identifying various use cases that can exploit the capacities
of 5G technology for the most radical change in their services or products, and consequently
enabling smarter lives for citizens. The project identifies the 4 major markets (i.e., industry,
energy, cities and ports, media & entertainment) which can use the capabilities of 5G to faster
processes or improve products.

3.2. Project Relevance and Positioning in the Market
The project positions itself as the perfect first adoption examples of the 5G technology. The use
cases in the project, through various demos and publications, demonstrate the various KPIs that
can be achieved for various industries using 5G and how to implement them. Moreover,
considering the paramount importance of social acceptance of disruptive technologies as 5G
promises to be, 5G-SOLUTIONS is a pioneering project in considering different dimensions (i.e.,
technological, business, ethics and societal) for the validation of its outcomes, as reported in
D1.4B and D1.1B.

3.3. General updates to the 5G Market
After the initial 5G network launches in 2019 and 2020, 2021 was seen to be a very important
year in the acceleration of 5G. The overall 5G landscape continues to evolve and a constant
growth is seen across all areas. By the end of the year 2021 the Global Mobile Suppliers
Association (GSA) identified around 487 operators in 145 countries/territories that were
investing in 5G compared to 412 operators towards the end of 20202. These investments included
trials, licence acquisition, planning, network deployment, product launches etc. GSA also
identified around 1200 announced 5G devices compared to around 500 in 2020, which is a 125%
rise and around 850 commercially available 5G devices were identified compared to around 335
in 2020 which is a 155% rise. This clearly shows that although 5G is available on a limited basis
right now with relatively few locations having a non-demo, subscription-based network up and
running, but companies are continuously investing and innovating to deploy the widespread use
of 5G.
Looking at the future, in 2022, 5G’s future will be significantly impacted as one of the biggest
mobile operators AT&T, T-Mobile and Verizon are expected to launch the C-BAND spectrum in
2022 and this will overcome a major challenge that is 5G network deployment3. C-BAND
spectrum is basically the mid-band spectrum and is considered ideal for 5G because it can deliver
a much better mix of speed and range than the currently existing low-band and mm Wave
spectrums. Additionally, all big mobile producers like Apple, Samsung, Google etc. have 5G
compatibility in their latest phones. The year 2020 saw around 225 million 5G smartphone units

2

https://gsacom.com/paper/evolution-from-4g-to-5g-january-2022/

3https://www.fiercewireless.com/5g/verizons-ed-chan-optimistic-about-deploying-c-band-2022
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sold globally followed by 525 million in 2021 and an estimated 725 million in 20224. 5G is on the
rise globally but Northeast Asia (mainly South Korea, China, and Japan) are leading the global
adoption of 5G. Overall, the entire 5G infrastructure market size is expected to grow from 5.13
billion US dollars in 2020 to approximately 95.88 billion US dollars in 20305. It is also expected
that there will be 3.6 billion 5G connections by 2025 and around 4.4 billion connections by 2027.
Lastly, 5G is expected to impact and contribute to various sectors including IT.

3.4. Markets of Living Labs
The goal of 5G-SOLUTIONS is to harness and test the capabilities of 5G technology across
important industry verticals where the use of 5G can bring about an influential and significant
change in terms of improving efficiency, bringing down costs and fostering innovation. Hence, to
achieve this, in this project, 5G technology is validated and tested in various use cases across 4
main industrial verticals: Factories of the future, Smart Energy, Smart Cities, Smart Ports and
Media & Entertainment.
In this section of the deliverable, a market analysis is carried out for each of these 4 verticals to
get an overview of the market size, market dynamics, major trends, major players and most
importantly the role and advancement of 5G in the vertical. The market assessment in this
deliverable is done by building upon a previous deliverable (D8.1A) where an initial market
assessment of all 4 verticals was already conducted. This deliverable adds on the previous market
assessment by considering further developments, trends, innovations, and other latest updates
that have taken place over the course of the project across these 4 verticals. The market
assessment will serve as a good launchpad for future commercial products/projects that may
possibly emerge out of 5G-SOLUTIONS after its completion.

4https://www.jpmorgan.com/insights/research/future-of-5g-adoption
5https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/5g-infrastructure-market-to-be-worth-95-88-billion-by-2030-grand-view-research-inc-

301542319.html
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3.4.1. Market Analysis per Living Lab Vertical
3.4.1.1.

Factories of the Future

A Factory of the Future refers to a concept about how manufacturing plants should optimize their
production across three main areas namely plant structure, plant digitization and plant
processes. Optimization of the plant structure includes use of technologies/solutions such as
modular production lines, driverless transport systems, sustainable production. Plant digitization
includes use of technologies like smart robots, collaborative robots, Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT), Digital Twins (DT), Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML), Cloud Computing, Big
Data for process analytics, Augmented Reality (AR) for assisted operating, Virtual Reality (VR) for
immersive training, other process automation, monitoring and predictive maintenance solutions
etc. and optimization of plant processes includes the use of Lean Production Management
principles, continuous improvement and customer-oriented innovation approach. More and
more factories across all manufacturing industries like automobile, food and beverage,
pharmaceuticals, electronics, chemicals, logistics etc. today are implementing digitization and
other solutions to optimize the way they function in order to remain competitive in the everchanging industrial landscape. The concept of plant digitization mentioned above represents the
core of what is today referred to as the ‘Smart Factory’ concept. Smart factory is basically an
industrial set-up where humans, machines, processes, and products can interact with each other
on-site & even remotely. According to various reports, the global smart factory market stood at
a value of USD 250-300 billion in 2021 and is expected to rise to approximately USD 500 billion
by 2025. Now, at the very heart of the smart factory concept is real-time data communication
between different components of the factory. Real-time data communication means super high
speeds with minimum latency need to be achieved. Also, looking at the smart factory market size
17
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as mentioned above, huge amounts of data need to be dealt with and this is where 5G comes
into play.
5G is said to be a game changer in manufacturing and it is estimated that the benefits of 5G to
the global manufacturing industry could amount to as high as USD 740 billion by 20306. The main
advantages that 5G will bring to the manufacturing sector include:
-

Overall business optimization: The high speed, low latency, high density, and wide
bandwidth of 5G will enable companies to optimize their production, processes, logistics
and reduce wastes and costs to a far greater extent, ensure flexibility when customization
is needed and even connect all other business units to form an entire connected
ecosystem in real-time.

-

Ultra-reliability & security: 5G with its wide array of sensors can achieve speeds of up to
20 Gbps or possibly higher in the future that is 10 to 100 times faster than 4G hence
enabling critical communications over real-time and near-instantaneous responses and
therefore ensuring very good reliability & security in manufacturing operations.

-

Greater device density and data volume: 5G can support massive number of connected
devices, sensors, machines etc. and subsequently huge data volumes. It is estimated that
there will be around 70 billion connected devices around the globe by 2025 which is more
than the number of human users connected to the internet.

Widespread adoption of 5G has its own challenges like the costs involved and the security of the
system but in the end, it is important to know that the actual benefits of 5G will only be revealed
as companies adopt it and gain experience with it. The market for 5G in industrial factories is
growing at a fast pace and is expected to take over manufacturing all over the world.

6

https://stlpartners.com/research/5gs-impact-on-manufacturing-740bn-of-benefits-in-2030/
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3.4.1.2.

Smart Energy

Smart energy refers to a collective term used to describe intelligent technologies in the area of
energy generation, storage, distribution, and consumption. It is an approach that uses intelligent
technologies like artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML) and data analytics. integrated
with IoT sensors to ensure efficient usage of energy, reduction in costs and maximum use of
renewable energy to create a sustainable energy management system. The above-mentioned
digital technologies are used for a variety of smart energy solutions today like smart grids,
demand response models, energy frequency stability models, virtual power plants, smart meters,
P2P energy trading, decentralized energy generation, smart meters, smart buildings and homes
etc. Increased importance of reducing carbon emissions, continuous innovations in digital
technologies and cost sensitivity are some of the major drivers behind the adoption of smart
energy. Reports have estimated that introducing smart energy to conventional energy systems
has the potential to reduce energy waste by up to 90% and this is a highly significant number 7.
The overall smart energy market size stood at around USD 124 billion in 20198 and is expected to
reach USD 250 billion by 2027. Also, smart grid is a very important use case of smart energy as
this is where digitization really plays a role and connects all the different actors in the energy
supply and enables them to communicate in real-time. This real-time communication along the
energy supply chain cam be efficiently enabled by 5G technology. Investments in smart grid
systems as well are constantly on the rise, the global smart grid market size has risen from USD

7

https://galooli.com/glossary/what-is-smart-energy/

8

https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/smart-energy-market-A09434
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20 billion in 2017 to around USD 40 billion in 2021 and is expected to go above USD 60 billion by
2023 according to a report from Statista.
For the digitization of the energy industry, communication technologies lay the foundation for
growth. Currently, energy grids are connected through certain types of communication
technologies, like 2G, 3G and 4G, but as the energy consumption and complexity of other needs
increases, these technologies may not be enough flexible, resilient and performing to comply
with business requirement of accessible and efficient smart energy services. The global primary
energy consumption is expected to grow by 39% over the next 20 years. 5G with its ultra-high
speed, ultra-high bandwidth, ultra-low latency, and large-scale connectivity enabled by MEC9
capabilities will play a major role in efficient real-time connection and communication of the
energy supply chain to ensure efficient use of energy and reduction in wastage and costs. Some
of the major points for 5G in smart energy are as follows:
-

Ultra-high speed of 5G will ensure energy grid reliability & stability and enabling real-time
control of multiple energy sources, including electric vehicles’ and other’s storage
batteries, will solve the problem of integrating intermittent renewable sources of energy
in the grid.

-

Low latency of 5G will provide real-time communication and hence enable efficient
control of load shedding, power outages, supply & demand drops, price variances etc.

-

High capacity of 5G will enable the grid to connect smart terminals on a large scale

-

5G optimizes the energy consumption of sensors and other hardware and improves the
overall battery life of grid services.

5G is also becoming the mobile communication standard in large urban areas where previous
mobile technologies are progressively substituted as e.g., see gradual 3G network shutdown in
Italy, by July 2022 by mobile operators.
Reports have forecasted that 5G-enabled global digitalization revenues for the 10 most
significant industries would be USD 1.3 trillion by 202610 (Figure 1) and the energy & utilities
sector will account for the largest share here of USD 250 billion i.e., 19%. This clearly shows that
the energy industry is a very crucial industry for 5G technology application11.

9

Multi-Access Edge Computing (MEC) moves traffic and service computing from a centralized cloud to the network edge, bringing it closer to the
end-user connection. Instead of sending all data to a cloud for processing, it is analysed, processed and stored at the network edge. Collecting
and processing data closer to the customer reduces latency and ensures real-time performance for high-bandwidth applications.
10

https://intellias.com/top-uses-of-5g-in-the-energy-sector/

11

Rahman MM, Khatun F, Sami SI, Uzzaman A. The evolving roles and impacts of 5G enabled technologies in healthcare: The world epidemic
COVID-19 issues. Array (N Y). 2022 Jul;14:100178. doi: 10.1016/j.array.2022.100178. Epub 2022 May 10. PMID: 35571870; PMCID: PMC9085442.
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Figure 1 Forecasted industry wise 5G-enabled digitization revenues for 10 major industries in 2026

3.4.1.3.

Smart Cities and Smart Ports

A smart city is a municipal region or an urban region where different digital, data collection,
sensing and data analysis technologies are deployed to enable the city authorities to make better
decisions and increase the quality of citizen welfare. Some of the most significant technologies
used for the smart city concept include IoT, AI, ML, cloud computing etc. and these are commonly
used for smart city concept applications like smart street lighting, smart traffic management,
smart waste management, air quality control, smart parking, smart charging etc. As digital
technologies continuously mature and the importance of climate change and social well-being
increase, the smart city market is enormously growing and is expected to grow from USD 410
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billion in 2020 to USD 820 billion in 2025 that is a 14.8% CAGR12. Companies and authorities all
over the world are investing huge in smart city technologies, according to Statista the global
smart city technology spending is expected to grow from USD 80 billion in 2018 to USD 190 billion
in 202313. It has also been estimated that smart cities can generate around USD 20 trillion in
economic benefits by 2026. Singapore, Oslo, Helsinki, Copenhagen, Seoul, New York are amongst
the top smart cities around the globe. From all these projections it is clear that smart city
applications involve dealing with massive amounts of data, including even sensitive data and this
is where 5G technology is key. 5G with its high network speed, low latency, and high density will
play the major role in implementing the smart city concept.
Additionally, smart ports are ports that use automation, digital and advanced technologies like
IoT, DT, AI, Robotics, Blockchain, Big data, AR, and other smart technologies to improve the port
performance and competitiveness by improving efficiency, reducing costs, increasing accuracy,
increasing the output etc. Even though the ports industry is considered as resistant to change,
with constantly increasing global trade, maritime traffic, number of operating vessels and
frequency of cargo loading/unloading, ports need to adopt advanced digital technologies in order
to remain competitive. According to various reports the global smart ports market is expected to
rise from USD 1.7 billion in 2021 to USD 5.1 billion in 2026 which is a significant number 14. Many
ports around the world have already started adopting digital technologies for example the Port
of Rotterdam which has a Digital Twin for real-time monitoring of the port operations or the Port
of Hamburg that has an IoT project running and so on. Ports of Antwerp, Shanghai, Singapore are
among other global ports adopting the smart port concept. The real-time monitoring and control
of port operations is enabled by 5G with its bandwidth, latency, and device volume. The high
bandwidth of 5G will allow huge amounts of data to be transferred between different
components of the port, the low latency of 5G will allow the autonomous and remote operation
of trucks, cranes etc. in the port and the large device volume supported by 5G will allow
numerous IoT sensors & cameras to be connected throughout the port area. Overall, 5G
technology will be a key enabler for the port sector for digitization, connecting all the port
components at scale and making data driven port operations possible much more effectively.

12

https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2020/09/24/2098545/0/en/The-global-smart-cities-market-size-is-expected-to-grow-fromUSD-410-8-billion-in-2020-to-USD-820-7-billion-by-2025-at-a-Compound-Annual-Growth-Rate-CAGR-of-14-8.html
13

https://www.statista.com/statistics/884092/worldwide-spending-smart-cityinitiatives/#:~:text=Smart%20city%20initiative%20investment%20worldwide%20in%202018%2D2023&text=Technology%20spending%20on%2
0smart%20city,to%20189.5%20billion%20in%202023.
14

https://www.globenewswire.com/fr/news-release/2021/06/15/2247039/0/en/The-smart-port-market-is-projected-to-reach-USD-5-1-billionby-2026-from-an-estimated-USD-1-7-billion-in-2021-at-a-CAGR-of-23-9.html
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3.4.1.4.

Media and Entertainment

The Media and Entertainment sector today is continuously evolving because of pandemic-led
consumer behavioural changes, technological innovations, digitization, and intense competition.
According to Statista, the global media and entertainment market faced a decline in 2020
because of the pandemic but the value rose up again surpassing pre-COVID levels to USD 2.2
trillion in 2021 and is expected to rise to USD 2.6 trillion by 202515. These figures show the sheer
size of the market and how it is growing steadily. Some of the current most important trends and
technologies in the media and entertainment sector include:

15

-

Further rise of the content streaming industry: As subscriber counts and global
competition grows, the content streaming industry is expected to keep on rising. AI
technology plays an important role here, as it provides recommendation and voice
recognition technologies that enable more efficient and accurate surfacing of content to
users.

-

Metaverse: Online, interconnected, immersive virtual environments where people can
meet, work and be entertained have gained popularity because of the pandemic and will
continue to do so even after it. This includes technologies like VR, AR and MR.

-

Social Media: social media will further keep evolving connecting more and more people
and improving security, data privacy and even include the metaverse.

https://www.statista.com/statistics/237749/value-of-the-global-entertainment-and-media-market/
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-

NFTs: Non-fungible tokens have suddenly risen, and they will lead to a change in the way
the media and entertainment sector operates leading to further innovation and better
understanding of blockchain etc.

5G technology is expected to disrupt the media and entertainment industry by bringing in new
business models and immersive technologies. It has been forecasted that 5G enabled media and
entertainment revenues would be around USD 1.3 trillion by 202816. It has also been estimated
that 2025 will be the tipping point for 5G and 57% of the global wireless media revenues will be
generated by 5G technologies. The major areas where 5G will transform the media and
entertainment industry are:
-

VR and AR: 5G will help unlock the real potential of VR and AR with forecasted cumulative
revenues of USD 140 billion between the years 2021 and 2028.

-

Gaming: 5G because of its fast-responsiveness and high-resolution capabilities will also
help unlock the potential of interactive gaming and cloud gaming.

-

Advertising: 5G will transform the advertising industry with immersive experiences and
holographic displays.

It is evident that 5G is set to transform the media & entertainment industry.

16

https://www.telecompaper.com/news/media-and-entertainment-to-gain-usd-1-3-tln-from-5g-over-next-decade--1264623
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3.5. Technology Readiness Level for each UC
Technology Readiness Level (TRL) measurements
were introduced into EU funded projects and
programs in 2014, integrated as an element of the
Horizon 2020 framework program. Horizon Europe
selected the TRL measure as an indicator to better
position projects before, during and after the Horizon
Europe work programs. As such, TRL as a unified scale,
supports applicants and reviewers to align with the
expectations of the commission in the context of
tracking innovation development stages. Utilized preapplication stage, it allows the EC to identify the level
of application it is seeking in for the project, with a
high TRL in the call text indicating a desire for a more
applicative solution while a lower TRL is used to
indicate more basic research. TRL when applied
during and post project completion allows project
teams to assess the current readiness level of the
research and benchmark progress against these
widely accepted standards. A keynote is that as the
TRL scale is self-declared, it is key focus on a clear
definition of what each stage means as they can be
quite general in nature. Transitions between stages
can be quite elusive, unclear and sometimes complex,
Figure 2 NASA TRL Stages
making the process of assigning a TRL sometimes
difficult. Similarly, comparing TRL levels across fields
and disciplines are can very complex, resulting in the need for cross filed TRL comparison to be
taken with serious consideration.
The TRL scale was originally developed by NASA in the 1990’s (Figure 2) as a method for the
estimation or measurement of the specific maturity of a chosen technology. The TRL scale spans
9 levels as follows in Table 2:
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Table 2 NASA & EU Definitions of TRL Levels

Nasa Definition17

TRL

EU Definition18

1

Basic principles observed and reported

Basic principles observed

2

Technology
formulated

Technology concept formulated

3

Analytical and experimental critical function
and/or characteristic proof-of concept

Experimental proof of concept

4

Component and/or breadboard validation in
laboratory environment

Technology validated in lab

5

Component and/or breadboard validation in
relevant environment

Technology validated in relevant
environment (industrially relevant
environment in the case of key enabling
technologies)

6

System/subsystem
model
or
prototype
demonstration in a relevant environment (ground
or space)

Technology demonstrated in relevant
environment (industrially relevant
environment in the case of key enabling
technologies)

7

System prototype demonstration in a space
environment

System prototype demonstration in
operational environment

8

Actual system completed and "flight qualified"
through test and demonstration (ground or
space)

System complete and qualified

9

Actual system "flight proven" through successful
mission operations

Actual system proven in operational
environment
(competitive
manufacturing in the case of key
enabling technologies; or in space)

concept

and/or

application

Utilizing the EU Definition of the TRL levels, the Use Cases for each living lab were evaluated by
the Living Lab leaders with consultation from the UC leads, project technical leads and other
project partners. The TRL assessments for each UC in each living lab are discussed below.

17

Nasa.
(2006).
"Technology
Readiness
https://www.nasa.gov/pdf/458490main_TRL_Definitions.pdf
18

Level

Definitions"

(PDF).

Retrieved

from

Nasa.gov:

https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/wp/2014_2015/annexes/h2020-wp1415-annex-g-trl_en.pdf
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Living Lab 1
The TRL assessment results led by Living Lab Lead (IRIS) are:
Table 3 Living Lab 1 UC TRL Assessment

Use Case

Title

TRL Level Explanation

1.1

Time-critical process
optimization inside digital
factories

7

System demonstrated in operational
environment in P&G facility

1.2

Non-time critical
communication inside
factories

7

System demonstrated in operational
environment in Glanbia facility

1.3

Remotely controlling digital
factories

6

Technology and end to end trial
demonstrated in the NTNU
infrastructure

1.4

Connected goods

7

System demonstrated in operational
environment in P&G facility

1..5

Rapid deployment auto/reconfigure testing of new
robots

6

Technology and end to end trial
demonstrated in the NTNU
infrastructure

UC 1.1, 1.2 & 1.4 have all been assessed at TRL 7, with each use case being demonstrated in an
operational environment in a P&G facility, Glanbia facility and P&G facility respectively. UC 1.3 &
1.5 has been assessed at TRL 6 with the technology and end to end trial demonstrated in the
NTNU infrastructure.

Living Lab 2
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The TRL assessment results led by Living Lab Lead (ARES2T) are:
Table 4 Living Lab 2 UC TRL Assessment

Use Case

Title

TRL
Level

Explanation

2.1

Industrial Demand Side
Management

6

The use case is demonstrated in a relevant
environment at IREN Facilities

2.2

Electrical Vehicle Smart
Charging

6

The use case is demonstrated in a relevant
environment at IREN Facilities

2.3

Electricity network
frequency stability

6

The use case is demonstrated in a relevant
environment at Enel X Way Facilities

Each UC has been assessed at TRL 6, with each use case being demonstrated in a relevant
environment within partner facilities, namely IREN & Enel facilities.
Living Lab 3
The TRL assessment results led by Living Lab Lead (IBM) are:
Table 5 Living Lab 3 UC TRL Assessment

Use Case

Title

TRL Level Explanation

3.1

Intelligent street lighting

5

The use case were validated in a
simulated environment

3.2

Smart parking

5

The use case were validated in a
simulated environment

3.3

Smart city co-creation

6

System demonstrated in operational
environment in IBM facility

3.4

Smart buildings and
campus

6

System demonstrated in operational
environment in IBM facility

3.5

Autonomous assets and
logistics for smart
harbour/port

6

Port safety, monitor and
detect irregular sounds

6

3.6

The technology is demonstrated in a
relevant environment at YARA Facilities
The technology is demonstrated in a
relevant environment at YARA Facilities
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UC 3.1 & 3.2 have not yet been demonstrated in a partner facility but have been validated in a
simulated environment by the partners, hence being graded at TRL 5. UC 3.5 & 3.6 have both
been assessed at TRL 6, with each use case being demonstrated in a relevant environment within
YARA facilities. UC 3.4 has been shown to be operational active in a partner environment within
an IBM facility, hence is rated at TRL 6.
Living Lab 4
The TRL assessment results led by Living Lab Lead (Live U) are:
Table 6 Living Lab 4 UC TRL Assessment

Use Case

Title

TRL Level

Explanation

4.1

Ultra-High-Fidelity
media

6

Technology and end to end trial
demonstrated in the UoP infrastructure

4.2

Multi CSN selection

4

The use case is demonstrated at UoP
facilities.

4.3

On site live event
experience

7*

Commercial product working in the
broadcast industry

4.4

User and machinegenerated content

7*

Commercial product working in the
broadcast industry

4.5

Immersive and
integrated media and
gaming

7

The game is demonstrated in an
operational environment at Patras
facilities

4.6

Cooperative media
production

7*

Commercial product working in the
broadcast industry

UC 4.2 is rated at TRL 4 due to it being demonstrated only in a lab capacity in the University of
Patras, UC 4.1 is rated at TRL 6 as it has been demonstrated in an end-to-end trail within the
infrastructure of the University of Patras. UC 4.5 is rated at TRL 7 due to it having a system
prototype in an operational environment at the Patras facility. All other UCs (4.3, 4.5 & 4.6) are
all rated at TRL 7* as they all are based on commercial products working in the broadcast industry
via project partner LiveU but include 5G aspects still in development but in part utilise already
commercially operational technologies.
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The majority of Use Cases have met or exceeded the TRL target of 6, as set out in the original
project proposal (Figure 3), with plans in place of the final stages of the project to improve the
TRL levels wherever possible, moving beyond simulated environments into real world
applications. The developed 5G-Solutions systems and outcomes, supported by the qualified and
proven operational results, from the Living Lab applications, will support the further deployment
of the developed innovations as they mature in industrial application towards TRL 9, and
widespread adoption as solutions and services in their respective sectors.

Figure 3 Project Component TRL Plans
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4. Vertical & Use Case level Market Analysis
5G-SOLUTIONS aims to validate that 5G capabilities will provide prominent industry verticals with
ubiquitous access to a wide range of forward-looking services with orders of magnitude of
improvement over 4G, thus bringing the 5G vision closer to realisation. This will be achieved
through conducting advanced field trials of innovative use cases, directly involving end-users
across four significant industry vertical domains:
● Factories of the Future
● Smart Energy
● Smart Cities & Ports
● Media & Entertainment
For each domain, the enclosed Use Cases were further examined, through the use of UC
background, stakeholders identification and analysis, empathy mapping and updates to the
earlier market analysis actions through PESTLE, SWOT and initial go-to-market positioning
information. These aspects were developed through analysis of each UC throughout its
development, from consultation with UC & LL leads and from validated discussion with the key
parties in each LL action. These actions allowed the initial generation of the discussed market
support tools, which were further validated and improved by each UC lead.
An initial early stage go-to market strategy is discussed for the 4 major use cases chosen by the
consortium for further business model planning (UC 1.1, UC 2.2, UC 3.4 & UC 4.6) and will be
documented in more detail in D8.2.

4.1 LL1 Factories of the Future
5G is highly likely to be a key future enabler for Factories of the Future implementation. It will
now no longer just provide an evolution of cellular broadband networks, but it will offer a unified
verbal exchange platform that will disrupt traditions markets with new commercial enterprise
options and help improve upon the shortcomings of currently applied verbal exchange
technologies. As such, 5G technologies have the ability to enlarge and further boost the
continued transformation of the manufacturing sector, and to unlock new areas of performance
profits in production environments, particularity in the large network of European production
SMEs. Factories of the Future can further leverage the technical integration of “Cyber-PhysicalSystems“ (CPS) into their manufacturing and logistics chains, in addition to the further integration
of software supporting new “Internet of Things and Services” (IOTS) applications in current
business processes. The production and manufacturing sector is a pivotal aspect in any proposed
increase in both regional and European economies, for increase of the economy. This sector
accounted for approximately 60% of productiveness increases and 67% of exports in Europe
during the period 2010-2012. On a global scale, the EU production region represents 16% of the
worldwide GDP utilising near forty-five million people in larger EU economies.
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4.1.1 UC1.1 Time-critical process optimization inside digital factories
Background
This use case explores the possibility of implementing an in-line product monitoring system and
process analytic technologies to replace the current off-line product quality assessment
approach. Quality assurance and quality control are two key aspects for the manufacturing
industry.
Stakeholder Analysis
In order to do stakeholder analysis, it is first important to make a list of all the stakeholders who
will be affected by and interested in the project (Table 8) i.e., use of 5G for non-time-critical
process optimization using in-line quality assessment and process analytics.
Table 7 List of Stakeholders UC1.1

Stakeholder

Role

Suppliers

Suppliers of the sensor and data analytics
equipment and software

Network operator

5G network provider as the use case depends on
5G connectivity and speed

Procurement and production departments of the
manufacturing company

Making sure the entire production process from
procurement to final quality check is aligned

Top management

Decision making team of the manufacturing
company

Quality management team

Quality managers/engineers/operators who work
on-site

Consumers

Consumers to make sure product quality remains
constant

Legal authorities

Industrial policy makers to make sure the process
changes are in line with industrial standards

External investors or internal finance department
of manufacturing companies

Large investments are needed, and the investors
need to be in loop
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Once the project stakeholders have been identified, stakeholder analysis is performed using the
power-interest grid. The power-interest grid for stakeholder analysis categorises project
stakeholders based on their interest in the project (X axis) and their influential power in the
project (Y axis). Based on which quadrant the stakeholder is considered in, the intensity of
communication and engagement with the stakeholders for the project can be decided. Below, a
stakeholder map for UC1.1 can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4 UC1.1 Stakeholder map

The 4 quadrants in the above figure help in deciding the level of engagement with the respective
stakeholders.
Manage closely: This quadrant involves internal stakeholders like the CTO, Quality Managers of
the company and external stakeholders like ISO Quality auditors, Suppliers of the sensor
equipment & data analytics software and 5G network providers that are high power, high interest
stakeholders and need to be managed closely with extra efforts to keep them well informed and
satisfied.
Keep Satisfied: This quadrant involves internal stakeholders like top management and finance
department of the company and external stakeholders like legal authorities and investors who
have high power but considerably less interest in the project. These stakeholders need to be kept
satisfied because of their high power but not bombarded with too much information.
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Keep informed: Internal stakeholders like quality engineers, operators, procurement teams,
production engineers etc. and external stakeholders like customers who are highly interested in
the project but do not really have power over it. These stakeholders are important in the project
execution and need to be well informed about the project progress and all other details.
Monitor: This involves stakeholders like the administrative staff, HR department, other groundlevel staff etc. who are neither very interested nor have much say in the project. These
stakeholders need to just be informed about the project overview on a basic level.
Empathy Map
In UC1.1, manufacturing companies are considered as the users while making the user empathy
map as these companies will make use of digital tools and technologies for time-critical process
optimization using 5G networks, as seen below in Figure 5.

Figure 5 UC1.1 Empathy map

The empathy map is a visualisation tool that helps project teams understand their users. Users
are ultimately the ones who will adopt the technology and understanding them is of utmost
importance. The empathy map consists of 6 sections (See, Do, Say, Hear, Think & Feel) which
essentially depict what the users will see, do, say, hear, think and feel while using the technology
at hand. Let us discuss each section in brief for UC1.1:
See: It was mainly observed that users will see a reduction in product scrap quantities,
subsequent reduction in costs and ultimately improvement in product quality. The users will also
see a better look to the factory because of the use of wireless devices and sensors.
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Do: Companies will do a detailed analysis on the technology viability, cost savings potential and
an overall market research about the technology and its adoption in the market.
Say: They say that they are always interested in adopting process optimization technologies.
However, they have a few questions regarding the TRL of the technology and the status of its
current adoption in the market.
Hear: Companies will hear reviews and opinions about the technology through competitors,
suppliers, customers and other market events. After the technology has been adopted, they may
also hear good reviews about improvement in product quality.
Think: Companies will think of a few things regarding the total costs involved and if it is worth
the investment and about losing current employee jobs because of in-line quality check. Another
concern companies may think of is exposure of their product data to competitors.
Feel: Companies will feel encouraged and excited as enhancement in product quality will lead to
an improved product and brand image.
Updates to the Market Analysis
PESTLE Analysis

Figure 6 UC1.1 PESTLE analysis

PESTLE analysis has been done (see above figure 6) to understand the external factors affecting
the use case. The above figure will be described in brief for UC1.1 by taking each external factor
in consideration.
Political: Process automation would mean many operators lose their jobs. This could lead to
formation of worker unions and protests and could end up being a big political obstacle.
Economical: Use of connected smart sensors, data analytics software, servers etc. will require
huge upfront investments initially. However, in the long run, factories will save on operational
and material costs as in-line quality assessment will reduce errors & wastage , improve process
efficiency and enhance the overall product quality.
Social: Enhanced quality of the product will improve the brand image of the company in the
industry. The company will be perceived as a modern up-to-date manufacturing unit using the
latest technologies. Use of automated technologies and improved quality of products will also
increase the competitiveness of the company in the market. Last but not least, automated
technologies, especially in time-critical processes, are expected to improve workers conditions
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and reduce work-related accidents or diseases, which currently count over 6000 deaths every
single day19.
Technological: New technologies will have to be implemented into the manufacturing unit. This
will include numerous connected & wireless sensors, data servers, analytics software etc. The
technological changes will be much more complex than traditional methods. Additionally, good
reach to 5G network infrastructure will also be required.
Legal: The new technological changes must adhere to industrial safety regulations as well as
stringent industry specific quality specifications.
Environmental: Use of smart technologies will increase the overall plant safety because of use of
wireless equipment. However, use of added equipment and data servers may increase the energy
consumption of the plant. Moreover, optimised control of time-critical processes leads to a more
efficient resource management, both for used and wasted resources, and therefore a reduced
environmental footprint and more sustainable innovation.
SWOT Analysis

The SWOT analysis for this specific UC can be seen below, In Figure 7, describing the particular
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the future operation of the use case.

Figure 7 SWOT analysis UC1.1

19

ILO, “The enormous burden of poor working conditions,” 2003. Available: https://www.ilo.org/moscow/areas-of-work/occupational-safetyand-health/WCMS_249278/lang--en/index.htm.
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Approach to go-to Market

An overview of the initial approach to market for this UC is outlined as follows:
Target market: Manufacturing companies producing quality sensitive products on mass
production lines. More specifically food and pharma industries which include stringent quality
and safety requirements and where wired connections are preferably avoided.
Product market fit: Integration of smart connected wireless sensors and data analytics tools in
production lines for in-line quality assessment supported by 5G networks. This will reduce costs,
time and product wastage that is currently experienced in traditional off-line quality assessment.
Pricing strategy: Fixed one-time pricing model for the involved IoT equipment and pay as per use
model for service and maintenance of the equipment. Subscription based model with IoT
consultants & third-party data companies for storage & processing of vast amounts of data
collected by the IoT sensors, performing analytics and generation of reports.
Distribution and adoption plan: Distribution channels would include direct-to-customer and
industrial wholesalers and retailers. To increase further adoption, the technologies could also be
marketed and distributed through industrial e-commerce platforms such as Alibaba
These initial go-to market insights will form the basis for further business pan development for
this use case, evidenced fully in the accompanying deliverable D8.2: Business Development Plan.
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4.1.2 UC1.2 Non-time-critical communication inside factories
Background
This use case focuses on the use of a predictive maintenance in a food production plant. It is
evident that predictive maintenance offers significant benefits providing the basis for an optimal
asset utilization.
Stakeholder Analysis
In order to do stakeholder analysis it is first important to make a list of all the important
stakeholders who will be affected by and interested in the use case. In this case it is non-timecritical communication by integration of numerous sensors for performing predictive
maintenance and predictive analytics.
Table 8 List of Stakeholders UC1.2

Stakeholder

Role

Suppliers

Suppliers of sensor equipment

Data companies

Providers of software/computing resources to
perform data analytics

5G network providers

Network companies that provide 5G network,
which is the basis of the whole project

Top management

Decision makers of the manufacturing company

Machine maintenance department

Machine maintenance managers, maintenance
operators, external maintenance agencies etc.

Legal authorities

Industrial policy makers related to production and
safety standards

Investors

Could be external investors or the finance
department of the company which invest in the
new equipment

Procurement, production and quality
departments

All other departments that are all linked together
in the production process

Once the project stakeholders have been identified, stakeholder analysis is performed using the
power-interest grid. The power-interest grid for stakeholder analysis categorises project
stakeholders based on their interest in the project (X axis) and their influential power in the
project (Y axis). Based on which quadrant the stakeholder is considered in, the intensity of
communication and engagement with the stakeholders for the project can be decided. Below, a
stakeholder map for UC1.2 can be seen in Figure 8.
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Figure 8 UC1.2 Stakeholder map

The 4 quadrants in the above figure help in deciding the level of engagement with the respective
stakeholders.
Manage closely: This quadrant involves internal stakeholders like the CTO, Maintenance
Managers of the company and external stakeholders like Suppliers of the sensor equipment, data
companies and 5G network providers that are high power, high interest stakeholders and need
to be managed closely with extra efforts to keep them well informed and satisfied.
Keep Satisfied: This quadrant involves internal stakeholders like top management and finance
department of the company and external stakeholders like legal authorities, auditors and
investors who have high power but considerably less interest in the project. These stakeholders
need to be kept satisfied because of their high power but not bombarded with too much
information.
Keep informed: Internal stakeholders like maintenance engineers & operators and procurement,
production & quality teams who are highly interested in the project but do not really have power
over it. These stakeholders are important in the project execution, can give valuable inputs and
need to be well informed about the project progress and all other details.
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Monitor: This involves stakeholders like the administrative staff, HR department, other groundlevel staff and customers who are neither very interested nor have much say in optimization of
machine maintenance. These stakeholders need to just be informed about the project overview
on a basic level.
Empathy Map
In UC1.2, manufacturing companies are considered as the users while making the user empathy
map as these companies will make use of digital tools and technologies for non-time-critical
communication using wireless sensors for predictive maintenance using 5G networks as seen
below in Figure 9.

Figure 9 UC1.2- Empathy map

The empathy map is a visualisation tool that helps project teams understand their users. Users
are ultimately the ones who will adopt the technology and understanding them is of utmost
importance. The empathy map consists of 6 sections (See, Do, Say, Hear, Think & Feel) which
essentially depict what the users will see, do, say, hear, think and feel while using the technology
at hand. Let us discuss each section in brief for UC1.2:
See: Factories will mainly see reduction in machine breakdowns, machine idle time and an
improvement in product quality and overall process efficiency.
Do: Factories will do an analysis of their current machine breakdown figures and how the new
technology can change that. They will also use their maintenance workforce elsewhere for more
productive tasks.
Say: They will say that reduction in machine breakdowns is very important and linking machine
parameters to process parameters using data analytics can be very helpful.
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Hear: Factories will hear very less complaints related to machine breakdowns and subsequently
order delays.
Think: They will think that improvement in order delivery time will help them acquire more
customers.
Feel: Feel relieved and happy because of reduced headache and uncertainty of machine
breakdowns.
Updates to the Market Analysis
PESTLE Analysis

Figure 10 UC1.2 PESTLE analysis

PESTLE analysis has been done (see above figure 10) to understand the external factors affecting
the use case. The above figure will be described in brief for UC1.2 by taking each external factor
in consideration.
Political: Possible loss of jobs leading to worker unions and protests. However, it could also set a
good political image for the industry as predictive maintenance will lead to a safer working
environment as well as more climate friendly.
Economical: High upfront investments will be required to set up connected sensors, data servers
and software that detect and communicate any machine faults beforehand. In the long run
however, the company will save huge on maintenance costs, operators costs, machine
breakdowns etc.
Social: Massive reduction in machine downtime will improve the overall efficiency of the process
and hence ensure that orders are delivered on time. This will improve the image of the company
as timely supply of orders is of utmost importance in manufacturing supply chains. Additionally,
predictive maintenance will improve the overall safety of the operators who will feel much more
safe and secure to work even on dangerous and complex operations.
Technological: The machines will have to be retrofitted with numerous wireless smart sensors.
Data servers and software will be required to analyse the sensor data and link it with other units
of the plant. Overall, complex technological changes will be made. Also, good access to 5G
infrastructure will also be needed.
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Legal: Adhering to industrial safety requirements especially for dangerous operations. As the use
case focuses on the food industry, adhering to FDA regulations is also important.
Environmental: Use of smart technologies for non-time-critical communication in factories will
ensure that machines are used only when needed and therefore make efficient use of energy.
SWOT Analysis

The SWOT analysis for this specific UC can be seen below, In Figure 11, describing the particular
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the future operation of the use case.

Figure 11 UC1.2 SWOT analysis
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4.1.1 UC1.3 Remotely controlling digital factories
Background
While in both UC1.1 and UC1.2, local on-site communication is assumed within the plant, in the
case of UC1.3, the public wireless access network also plays a role in the E2E communication
between remote workers and the factory. The simplest set-up of this use case involves remote
control applications running on tablets or smart phones for example. The use case follows virtual
teams for maintenance and set-up of devices in a factory. This has been a growing trend due to
the movement restrictions during the pandemic.
Stakeholder Analysis
In order to do stakeholder analysis, it is first important to make a list of all the important
stakeholders who will be affected by and interested in the use case. In this case it is remote
controlling of factories using AR and data analytics.
Table 9 List of stakeholders UC1.3

Stakeholder

Role

Virtual back-office teams

Teams that can remotely guide and instruct operators in the
factory

AR equipment suppliers

Providers of the required AR and other devices

Top Management

People who will make investment decisions

Investors

External investors and internal finance department that make
the investments

Network providers

5G network operators as the use case depends on 5G speed
and bandwidth

Production and Maintenance teams

Operators, engineers etc. that will use AR technologies to
perform operations

Hiring department

Hiring department to create back-office team as well as train
operators

Legal authorities

Industrial policy makers, auditors etc. that ensure all industrial
standards are met

IT department

Ensuring data security

Below, a stakeholder map for UC1.3 can be seen in Figure 12.
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Figure 12 Stakeholder map UC1.3

The 4 quadrants in the above figure help in deciding the level of engagement with the respective
stakeholders.
Manage closely: This quadrant involves internal stakeholders like the remote back-office team,
production and maintenance team & the IT department and external stakeholders like Suppliers
of the AR equipment, data companies and 5G network providers that are high power, high
interest stakeholders and need to be managed closely with extra efforts to keep them well
informed and satisfied.
Keep Satisfied: This quadrant involves internal stakeholders like top management and finance
department of the company and external stakeholders like legal authorities, auditors and
investors who have high power but considerably less interest in the project. These stakeholders
need to be kept satisfied because of their high power but not bombarded with too much
information.
Keep informed: This quadrant involves the production and maintenance operators who will be
the ones actually using the new technologies and the hiring and training teams who will form the
back-office teams. These stakeholders are highly interested in the project but do not really have
power over it but are important in the project execution, can give valuable inputs and need to be
well informed about the project progress and all other details.
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Monitor: This involves stakeholders like the administrative staff, other ground-level staff and
customers who are neither very interested nor have much say in the project. These stakeholders
need to just be informed about the project overview on a basic level.
Empathy Map
In UC1.3, manufacturing companies are considered as the users while making the user empathy
map as these companies will make use of digital tools and technologies like AR and data analytics
for remote control of digital factories using 5G networks as seen below in Figure 13.

Figure 13 UC1.3 Empathy map

Let us discuss each section in brief for UC1.3:
See: Operators will be able to see instructions, user manuals, next process steps, warning signs
etc. through their AR devices in real time during maintenance, regular production operations
etc. saving the company lots of time and operator training costs.
Do: Factories will first do a demo run of the use of AR in manufacturing along with a detailed
analysis of the technology viability and cost to benefit ratio. Additionally, companies may have
to hire and train remote controlling teams.
Say: Factories will say that this will help in reducing human error and will reduce the need for
highly skilled labour and training.
Hear: Hear the feedback from the on-site operators who will actually use these devices.
Think: Companies may think if completely relying on machine and sensor data rather than
humans can be safe.
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Feel: Operators will feel much safer as they can conduct complex operations under the
guidance of AR devices.
Updates to the Market Analysis
PESTLE Analysis

Figure 14 UC1.3 PESTLE analysis

PESTLE analysis has been done (see above figure 14) to understand the external factors affecting
the use case. The above figure will be described in brief for UC1.3 by taking each external factor
in consideration.
Political: Political backing for adoption of latest technologies. Backing from EU industrial policy
makers. Overall, a better political image because of adoption of the latest technologies.
Economical: Use of AR equipment, data analytics software, remote controlling team etc. will
need high initial investments. As most automation projects, the company will save on costs and
time in the long run.
Social: Possibility of internal resistance to change of traditional methods. Use of AR devices and
remote operations may build trust issues as there will be less human intervention unlike
traditional methods. However, using the latest technologies like AR may also build a good
company image in society and industry. Assistance of AR while doing complex and dangerous
operations will ensure safety of the operators who will feel much more secure to work.
Technological: Introduction of remote wireless sensors, AR/VR compatible devices, remote
servers, AI/ML tools and most importantly 5G compatible devices and infrastructure.
Legal: Adherence to industrial safety regulations and data security regulations.
Environmentally: Remote controlling would mean less technicians would need to go on site
meaning they would have to travel less and hence lessen emissions. Data analytics would predict
failures beforehand and also operate machines only when needed saving on energy wastage.
SWOT Analysis
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The SWOT analysis for this specific UC can be seen below, In Figure 15, describing the particular
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the future operation of the use case.

Figure 15 UC1.3 SWOT analysis
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4.1.2 UC1.4 Connected goods
Background
This use case assesses the potential for 5G to enable full-duplex communication of appliances
such as a washing machine in the home of the future. The solution is built on an open source
interoperable IoT building block standard to enable connection from different stakeholders in
IoT. The demand for connected goods have been increasing as smart phones have become more
popular in recent years, and voice assistants have become more accessible to the general public.
Stakeholder Analysis
The first step of stakeholder analysis is to make a list of all the important stakeholders who will
be affected by and interested in the use case. In this case it is use of 5G for smart washing
machines.
Table 10 List of stakeholders UC 1.4

Stakeholder

Role

Electronic appliance manufacturers

Companies that manufacture electronic
appliances especially washing machines, smart
washing machines etc.

Homeowners

Homeowners who will be the actual users of
smart washing machines

Network operators

5G network providers

Local authorities/Municipalities

Local authorities that may promote the use of
smart washing machines to save electricity and
water in the locality

Legal authorities

Authorities that ensure data security

Software companies

Developers of mobile app that can be used by
smart good owners

Investors

Entities investing in smart washing machine
research and development

Below, a stakeholder map for UC1.4 can be seen in Figure 16.
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Figure 16 Stakeholder map UC1.4

The 4 quadrants in the above figure help in deciding the level of engagement with the respective
stakeholders.
Manage closely: This quadrant involves stakeholders like electronic appliance manufacturers,
homeowners, network operators and software companies that are high power, high interest
stakeholders and need to be managed closely with extra efforts to keep them well informed and
satisfied.
Keep Satisfied: This quadrant involves stakeholders like legal authorities who look after data
security and investors who have high power but considerably less interest in the project. These
stakeholders need to be kept satisfied because of their high power but not bombarded with too
much information.
Keep informed: This quadrant involves neighbours and other homeowners who will receive
feedback about smart washing machines and make buying decisions accordingly, local
authorities/municipalities who can assess and take decisions on local promotion of usage of these
products based on electricity and water savings and the local electricity providers who will
communicate with the products through smart metres. These stakeholders are highly interested
in the project but do not really have power over it but are important in the project execution,
can give valuable inputs and need to be well informed about the project progress and all other
details.
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Monitor: This involves general citizens, family & friends and other companies who could
potentially advertise their products through the smart app and who are neither very interested
nor have much say in the project. These stakeholders need to just be informed about the project
overview on a basic level.
Empathy Map
In UC1.4, Homeowners are considered as the users while making the user empathy map as they
will use these connected goods (smart washing machines in this case) at their homes using 5G
networks as seen below in Figure 17.

Figure 17 UC1.4 Empathy map

Let us discuss each section in brief for UC1.4:
See: Users will be able to see different parameters of the washing machine, its energy and water
usage, maintenance reminders, alerts/warnings etc. remotely through their smart devices.
Do: Users will do a detailed market research about the different available brands, their prices,
reviews etc. They will also ask around in their community for feedback.
Say: Users say that they are attracted by additional features and like the functionality of remotely
controlling the washing machine.
Hear: Users will hear feedback from other users as well as alerts and notifications on their apps
about the machine actions.
Think: Users will think if it is really worth paying extra for a task which could take just 5 minutes
to do by self. Users will also think if this is another way of exposing their data. However, they will
also think that this is a good way of contributing towards betterment of the environment.
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Feel: Users will feel cool and have a sense of improved image because of the use of cool products.
They will also feel proud for using a device that optimises the use of energy and water.
Updates to the Market Analysis
PESTLE Analysis

Figure 18 UC1.4 PESTLE analysis

PESTLE analysis has been done (see above figure 18) to understand the external factors affecting
the use case. The above figure will be described in brief for UC1.4 by taking each external factor
in consideration.
Political: Use of connected goods may create political issues related to exposure of citizen data.
Homeowners would usually have connected washing machines at home and exposure of their
private data could cause major opposition.
Economical: Smart washing machines will be more expensive than regular ones because of
additional smart sensors, controls, other services etc. However, on the other hand different
services offered by smart washing machines will help owners reduce their electricity and water
bills by making optimal use of water, operating when electricity prices are low etc.
Social: Use of smart washing machines may serve as a good status symbol for owners in society.
The option of remotely operating machines from their smart devices will make life simpler for
owners. Moreover, smart and connected goods lead to better resource and waste management,
enabling a more economic and eco-friendly growth. This aspect lay the foundation for the next
generation of citizens, taking care of their environment.
Technological: Connected washing machines will be integrated with numerous smart sensors and
controls. Smart apps/software will also be created to operate these machines. The machines
would also need good 5G connectivity to operate.
Legal: Major legal factor is ensuring data security of homeowners. Smart washing machines could
be a major source of cyber hacking as it could expose the users private data. The machines should
also meet occupational safety and health standards.
Environmental: Connected washing machines will make optimal use of electricity and water and
hence contribute towards reducing emissions and water wastage. However, with integration of
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numerous sensors and devices, these machines could possibly need more energy to operate as
compared to regular washing machines.
SWOT Analysis

The SWOT analysis for this specific UC can be seen below, In Figure 19, describing the particular
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the future operation of the use case.

Figure 19 UC1.4 SWOT analysis

4.1.3 UC1.5 Rapid deployment, auto/re-configuration, and testing of new robots
Background
UC1.5 focuses on the possibilities of utilising the core functionalities of 5G in order to lower
expenses and reduce the time required to commission or reconfigure robots in manufacturing.
The use case demonstrates how to achieve deployment of new robots into existing plants
through automatic on-boarding of industry requirements.
Stakeholder Analysis
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The first step of stakeholder analysis is to make a list of all the important stakeholders who will
be affected by and interested in the use case. In this case it is use of 5G for rapid deployment,
auto re-configuration of robots
Table 11 List of Stakeholders UC1.5

Stakeholder

Role

Top management

Decision makers of a manufacturing company

Robot manufacturing companies

Companies that manufacture and supply robots

Network operators

Network companies providing 5G

Process innovation team

Internal team that deploys and configures robots
into the production system

Investors

Internal finance department or external investors

Legal authorities

Industrial policy makers ensuring safety and other
requirements are met

Data company

Companies that provide the data infrastructure
for collection and analysis

Below, a stakeholder map for UC1.5 can be seen in Figure 20.

Figure 20 Stakeholder map UC1.5
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The 4 quadrants in the above figure help in deciding the level of engagement with the respective
stakeholders.
Manage closely: This quadrant involves internal stakeholders like the CTO and process
innovation team of the company and external stakeholders like robot suppliers, data companies
and network providers that are high power, high interest stakeholders for this UC and need to be
managed closely with extra efforts to keep them well informed and satisfied.
Keep Satisfied: This quadrant involves internal stakeholders like top management and finance
department of the company and external stakeholders like legal authorities and who look after
data security and investors who have high power but considerably less interest in the project.
These stakeholders need to be kept satisfied because of their high power but not bombarded
with too much information.
Keep informed: This quadrant involves production and maintenance teams and operators in the
process innovation teams that will actually do the commissioning of robots. These stakeholders
are highly interested in the project but do not really have power over it but are important in the
project execution, can give valuable inputs and need to be well informed about the project
progress and all other details.
Monitor: This involves general ground-level staff, office administrative staff and customers who
are neither very interested nor have much say in the project. These stakeholders need to just be
informed about the project overview on a basic level.
Empathy Map
In UC1.5, Manufacturing companies are considered as the users while making the user empathy
map as they will be doing the rapid deployment and auto/re-configuration of robots using 5G
networks as seen below in Figure 21.
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Figure 21 UC1.5 Empathy map

Let us discuss each section in brief for UC1.5:
See: Operators will be able to see important guidelines in real time through their AR devices while
setting up robots instead of reading complex manuals. Subsequently, the manufacturing
company will see a massive reduction in time and costs involved in robot deployment.
Do: Companies will look for the best vendors of robots as loading industry standards through a
central cloud will solve the issue of vendor lock-in. Companies will also link the robots to other
production processes hence further improving efficiency.
Say: Robot configuration is a lengthy and complex task and simplifying this will definitely be a
huge help for companies. They also say that having good 5G connectivity is of utmost importance
for this to happen.
Hear: Operators can hear real-time alerts while setting up or controlling the robots. Companies
can also hear different offers from other vendors.
Think: Companies will think that their operators may no longer need special training.
Feel: Companies will feel more relieved to further invest in automation and robotics because of
reduction in complexity using 5G and data analytics.
Updates to the Market Analysis
PESTLE Analysis
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Figure 22 UC1.5 PESTLE analysis

PESTLE analysis has been done (see above figure 22) to understand the external factors
affecting the use case. The above figure will be described in brief for UC1.5 by taking each
external factor in consideration.
Political: Use of robots means loss of manual jobs. This may lead to political concerns and
protests. Also, use of robots for different operations may cause safety concerns as operations
would be free of human involvement and may cause trust issues.
Economical: Companies will save huge on costs, time and operator training efforts as robot
commissioning will be done through automatic onboarding of industry requirements using
sensors and data analytics. This will also mean that companies do not need to rely on one vendor
but can look for vendors offering lower prices.
Social: Simplifies work of operators by eliminating the need to read and understand complex
manuals. Automatic onboarding of industry requirements for robots also opens the doors for
different vendors, companies to enter the market.
Technological: Need of 5G infrastructure is of utmost importance. Other technological changes
would include software and data analytics tools that assist in onboarding of industry
requirements and guide the operators.
Legal: Adherence to industrial safety and data security regulations is most important.
Environmental: Efficient use of energy and reduction in failures leading to safer work
environments for operators.

SWOT Analysis

The SWOT analysis for this specific UC can be seen below, In Figure 23, describing the particular
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the future operation of the use case.
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Figure 23 UC1.5 SWOT analysis

4.2 LL2 Smart Energy
The Smart Energy Living Lab (LL2) will trial a series of use cases that are influenced by current and
emerging business requirements for industrial partners in energy markets and in large urban
areas where concentration of demand will stress the use of actual energy and communication
networks. In fact, as well documented on several reports, worldwide city population is predicted
to grow to 66–70% by 2050. This large growth in urbanization will certainly have important
consequences in the management, protection and service resilience of energy and
communication network infrastructures .
In fact the growth of energy demand, the increase of plug-in electric vehicles, the disruptive
change of energy-mix production in favour of renewable source, more sustainable but less stable,
and the high scale need of IOT and end-user mobile connections expected by 2030 will require a
strong change in access, usage and control of electric demand.
The smart energy living lab has the purpose to demonstrate how energy demand management
services and 5G technologies support solving these challenges in:
•

Industrial Demand Side Management

•

Electrical Vehicle Smart Charging

•

Electricity Network Frequency Stability
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Energy demand management, also known as demand-side management (DSM) or demand-side
response (DSR) is the modification of consumer demand for energy through various methods
such as financial incentives and behavioural change through education.
4.2.1 UC2.1 Industrial Demand Side Management
Background
Industrial Demand Side Management is a set of services designed to efficiently manage energy
demand, applying specific optimization actions to energy consumption in industrial sites, with
the aim of cutting electrical energy supply costs.
Stakeholder Analysis
The first step of stakeholder analysis is to make a list of all the important stakeholders who will
be affected by and interested in the use case. In this case it is use of 5G for industrial demandside management.
Table 12 List of stakeholders for UC2.1

Stakeholder

Role

Local electricity grid operators

Local grid operators that supply electricity to the
industries

Transmission System Operators

TSOs that transmits electricity from the
generation sources to the local grids

Renewable electricity generators

More effective use of intermittent RES

Suppliers

Suppliers of sensor equipment and smart meters

Data company

Collection and analysis of production activity and
energy consumption data

Manufacturing Industry

Industry that will adopt demand-side
management system

Network providers

Network operators that will provide 5G access
and cloud (edge and core) services

Production and maintenance departments

They will decide the machines and quantities
needed to be produced based on the need

Investors

Internal or external

Legal authorities

Industry policy makers making sure industrial
standards are met

Below, a stakeholder map for UC2.1 can be seen in Figure 24.
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Figure 24 Stakeholder map UC 2.1

The 4 quadrants in the above figure help in deciding the level of engagement with the respective
stakeholders.
Manage closely: This quadrant involves stakeholders like the suppliers of sensor and smart meter
equipment, local electricity grid operators, data companies and 5G network providers that are
high power, high interest stakeholders for this UC and need to be managed closely with extra
efforts to keep them well informed and satisfied.
Keep Satisfied: This quadrant involves internal stakeholders like top management and finance
department of the company and external stakeholders like legal authorities, external investors
and EU climate policy makers who have high power but considerably less interest in the project.
These stakeholders need to be kept satisfied because of their high power but not bombarded
with too much information.
Keep informed: This quadrant involves production and maintenance teams, renewable energy
generators and energy storage system developers who are highly valuable for this UC. These
stakeholders are highly interested in the project but do not really have power over it but are
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important in the project execution, can give valuable inputs and need to be well informed about
the project progress and all other details.
Monitor: This involves general ground-level staff, office administrative staff, customers and
general citizens who are neither very interested nor have much say in the project. These
stakeholders need to just be informed about the project overview on a basic level.
Empathy Map
In UC2.1, Any industrial set-ups are considered as the users while making the user empathy map
as they will be the ones participating in industrial demand side management using 5G networks
as seen below in Figure 25.

Figure 25 UC2.1 Empathy map

Let us discuss each section in brief for UC2.1:
See: Industries will see a massive reduction in their energy usage, costs and taxes. This will also
mean that the grid operator will see increased efficiency in managing the demand and supply.
Do: Companies will analyse the most energy consuming processes and then change their
consumption habits. They will also do a cost to benefit ratio analysing the required upfront
investments.
Say: Good 5G connectivity is highly important for managing the energy consumption of processes
as connectivity issues may hamper their production.
Hear: Industries will hear feedback from other industry actors, and they will also hear about other
solutions in the market that could potentially optimise their energy consumption.
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Think: Industries will think if taking the risk of process changes for reducing energy consumption
is really a viable option for them. They may think that process changes may hamper their product
quality and change already set traditional processes.
Feel: Industries will feel more environmentally aware for optimising their energy consumption
and help in stabilising the grid. They will also feel more confident about their brand image as an
environmentally aware industry.
Updates to the Market Analysis
PESTLE Analysis

Figure 26 UC2.1 PESTLE analysis

PESTLE analysis has been done (see above figure 26) to understand the external factors affecting
the use case. The above figure will be described in brief for UC2.1 by taking each external factor
in consideration.
Political: Government involvement in electricity taxation regulations and provision of tax
incentives for contributing in demand side management. Adherence to EU climate goals and
policies. Especially in this critical phase of our existence, energy dependency represents the main
issue. Energy efficiency and reduction from fossil fuel are fundamental building blocks to be
considered by the EU policies, both for environmental sustainability and a more peaceful
cohabitation with neighbouring countries.
Economical: Use of 5G for industrial demand side management will lead to reduced electricity
prices for industries as demand and supply will be managed more efficiently. It will also lead to
reduced foreign energy costs and hence better prices for import/export of energy. Industries will
also receive incentives for contributing towards balancing the grid by consuming less or giving
back to the grid. Overall, new opportunities will be created for emerging businesses and startups in the energy sector.
Social: Societal behaviour changes because of extra awareness about balancing the grid and
consuming less energy. Sense of motivation in the industry to contribute towards climate change
by giving back to the grid and earning incentives and this will also create a good image in the
market. A sense of environmental friendliness as use of renewable sources will be made more
efficient.
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Technological: Integration of advanced sensor, measurement, frequency metres, control devices
etc. which will also lead to further operational complexity. There will also be process changes as
certain parameters would need to be adjusted to optimise energy consumption. Presence of 5G
network infrastructure will also remain crucial in particular for assure a network slice with a
guaranteed end-to-end latency
Legal: Adherence to industry safety regulations and energy consumption regulations.
Environmental: Optimised use of energy for industrial operations and overall increased use of
renewable energy sources because of a more balanced grid.
SWOT Analysis

The SWOT analysis for this specific UC can be seen below, In Figure 27, describing the particular
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the future operation of the use case.

Figure 27 UC2.1 SWOT analysis

4.2.2 UC2.2 Electrical Vehicle Smart Charging
Background
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Electric Vehicles are the fastest growing technology with unprecedented demand. This increases
the need for smart charging as well. Smart charging is a form of EV battery charging based on
intelligent control of rate and time of charging (and discharging through V2G/V2H) , that in some
cases can use learning algorithms based on big data and artificial intelligence; smart charging is
expected to be widely used in future for electric vehicles. It optimizes the electric charging
infrastructure by creating and distributing the available power in an efficient, adaptive and
flexible way, especially in complex systems like smart grids and dispatching market DR activities,
or when the charging cycle can be altered by external events.
Stakeholder Analysis
The first step of stakeholder analysis is to make a list of all the important stakeholders who will
be affected by and interested in the use case. In this case it is the use of 5G for electric vehicles
smart charging.
Table 13 List of stakeholders for UC2.2

20

Stakeholder

Role

Charging Point Operators

Companies that manage charging point
infrastructure, the CPO can enable one or more
Mobility Service Providers to provide charging
services to end customers and can make use of
smart charging technologies

Smart Charging Service provider

Companies who provide smart charging solution
that can be easily used by different charging
points using OCPP standard to manage smart
charging of multiple vehicles in a load area served
by 5G services

Charging Point manufacturers

Companies that manufacture charging points

Local20 electricity grid operator

Local grid operators can manage demand and
supply more efficiently because of introduction of
smart charging

EV owners and end-users

Actual users who own and drive EVs and will use
the 5G enabled smart charging solution

EV Manufacturers

Electric Vehicle Manufactures will need to adapt
EVs to enhanced battery charging equipment and
batteries requested by smart charging processes

Local is intended considering the European ecosystem and includes national and regional electricity operators as well as local prosumers.
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Mobility Service Provider (MSP)

The company interacting directly with the EV
owner/user managing the payment and customer
care, her data and offering value-added services
via app (booking charging sessions, displaying
available stations on a special map, etc.) or RFID.

Investors

Entities investing in smart charging infrastructure

Local government

Necessary support from local government
authorities

Legal authorities

Authorities ensuring data security

Communication Service Provider (CSP)

the communication company providing the 5G
connectivity service guaranteeing high reliability
connectivity and distributed capability of data
processing

Below, a stakeholder map for UC2.2 can be seen in Figure 28.

Figure 28 Stakeholder map for UC2.2
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The 4 quadrants in the above figure help in deciding the level of engagement with the respective
stakeholders.
Manage closely: This quadrant involves stakeholders like charging Charging Point Operators,
Charging Point manufacturers, EV owners and end-user, local grid operators, Communication
Service providers, Smart charging service providers and Mobility Service Providers that are
directly involved in the smart charging ecosystem and are high power, high interest stakeholders
for this UC and need to be managed closely with extra efforts to keep them well informed and
satisfied.
Keep Satisfied: This quadrant involves investors, local government, legal authorities and EU
climate policy makers who have high power but considerably less interest in the project. These
stakeholders need to be kept satisfied because of their high power but not bombarded with too
much information.
Keep informed: This quadrant involves Charging Point maintenance team, EV Manufacturers,
citizens who regularly drive vehicles, renewable energy generators, and the maintenance teams
for EVs . These stakeholders are highly interested in the project but do not really have power
over it. However, they are important in the project execution, can give valuable inputs and need
to be well informed about the project progress and all other details.
Monitor: This involves general citizens and other companies who could potentially be a part of
the smart charging ecosystem through other services. These are neither very interested nor have
much say in the project. These stakeholders need to just be informed about the project overview
on a basic level.
Empathy Map
In UC2.2, Electric vehicle owners or e-mobility services users are considered as the users while
making the user empathy map as they will be the ones driving EVs and charging them using smart
charging infrastructure supported by 5G networks as seen below in Figure 29.
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Figure 29 UC2.2 Empathy map

Let us discuss each section in brief for UC2.2:
See: Users can easily see and reach nearby charging stations through their smart apps estimating
battery autonomy range, they can even see other features like current electricity prices, source
of electricity etc.
Do: EV owners will operate their EV charging through smart apps. They will choice if charging
their EVs when electricity prices are low or pay a higher price for a fast-charging service. They will
also be more encouraged to buy and drive EVs.
Say: Smart charging will be extremely helpful in saving us time or money and respecting our
needs and preferences as we will be able to locate charging stations enabled for smart charging,
estimate charging duration and plan time and trips accordingly.
Hear: EV owners will hear about the reviews of simplified customer and user experience from
smart charging users, and they will also hear alerts and notifications about charging cycle
completion, price hikes etc. They will also hear of enhanced data security provided by 5G network
in transmitting their data.
Think: Users may think that smart charging will be another way, but more secure way, of exposing
their data. Additionally, they will also think that this may help in stabilising the grid and possibly
even a source of income or savings by using Vehicle2Grid service.
Feel: EV owners will feel more relaxed and comfortable as they do not need to look for charging
spots and wait for long durations. They will also feel proud of using a service that has
environmental benefits like stabilising the grid and use of renewable energy to charge their EVs.
Updates to the Market Analysis
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PESTLE Analysis

Figure 30 UC2.2 PESTLE analysis

PESTLE analysis has been done (see above figure 30) to understand the external factors affecting
the use case. The above figure will be described in brief for UC2.2 by taking each external factor
in consideration.
Political: Political factors will include EV deployment governmental policies, tax benefits offered
for EV owners, other incentives etc. Government support will be very important in the
development of CPO Infrastructure where standard like OCPP 5G should be adopted . Importance
to sustainable energy switch (e.g., increased use of photovoltaic energy) also accelerated by 2022
oil & gas crisis.
Economical: EV owners can charge when electricity prices are lower and hence save on costs. EV
owners also have the chance to give energy back to the grid from their vehicles (V2G) when they
do not need it or for behind the meter services, leading to part time economic benefits to the EV
owners.
Social: Smart charging may lead to a possible increase in ownership of EVs because of increased
awareness. Process of locating charging stations and charging vehicles will be much more simpler
and user friendly. A sense of overall climate-friendliness amongst EV owners. Last but not least,
even if Europe has been bucking the trend in recent years, more than 23.000 EU citizens died in
road accidents in 2018, equal to more than 63 per day21. 5G technology applied to the Intelligent
Transport Systems (ITS) in EVs might be a potential solution to this problem and an opportunity
to demonstrate a concrete and sustainable value for responsible innovation.
Technological: Integration of 5G connectivity, IoT sensors and devices into the charging stations.
Software and data analytics tools for collection, management and transmission of grid data.
Development of smart apps for remote operation of charging stations. Need of 5G infrastructure
near charging stations will be extremely important; for this reason, edge computation might play
an essential role.

21

WHO, “Road traffic injuries,” 2021. Available: https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/road-traffic-injuries.
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Legal: Regulatory environment for EVs and smart charging is not yet fully clear and needs more
concrete frameworks even if some application are already possible. Compliance with data
security and consumer protection laws amongst other legal factors.
Environmental: Use of smart charging will lead to efficient usage of electricity in the local grid as
well as accelerate the usage of intermittent renewable sources leading to overall reduced
emissions. Increased usage of EVs instead of fuel powered vehicles leading to further reduction
in carbon emissions.
SWOT Analysis

The SWOT analysis for this specific UC can be seen below, In Figure 31, describing the particular
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the future operation of the use case.

Figure 31 UC2.2 SWOT analysis

Approach to go-to Market
An overview of the initial approach to market for this UC is outlined as follows:
Target market: EV owners mainly B2B and B2G fleet owners, smart Charging Point Operators
having EV drivers as B2C end-users
Product market fit: Providing smart charging facilities enabling users to locate charging
stations, check electricity prices, remotely control their EV charging, pay online, give back to the
grid and many other features/services all through a smart app with the support of 5G. This will
solve the current issue of unclear and varied charging prices, difficult access to charging point,
undifferentiated first-come-first-serve service model instability of the electricity grid and
difficulty in locating charging stations.
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Pricing strategy: Smart charging will operate on the pay-per-use pricing model as the charging
prices may vary according to the time and region. However, smart apps can operate on
subscription-based models allowing users to use different smart features provided by the app.
Distribution and adoption plan: biggest distribution channel for the smart apps will be social
media and google/apple play stores. For the charging facilities, the biggest distribution channel
will be tie ups with local authorities/Charging Point manufacturers/Industrial sites/packages
offered by EVs sellers and through government tenders.
These initial go-to market insights will form the basis for further business pan development for
this use case, evidenced fully in the accompanying deliverable D8.2: Business Development
Plan.
4.1.1 UC2.3 Electricity network frequency stability
Background
Electricity network frequency stability refers to the capacity of the power supply system to
maintain steady state frequency on the overall electricity network, following a severe system
malfunction, with a consequent significant imbalance between generation and load. It restores
the equilibrium between system generation and load demand with minimum loss of loads,
providing the electricity services needed to maintain the electricity network frequency at its
rated value (e.g., 50 Hz in Europe).
Stakeholder Analysis
The first step of stakeholder analysis is to make a list of all the important stakeholders who will
be affected by and interested in the use case. In this case it is use of 5G for electricity network
frequency stability.
Table 14 List of stakeholders for UC 2.3

Stakeholder

Role

TSO

The transmission system operators that maintains
grid stability by regulating the demand and supply

Aggregator

An actor that bundles together an assortment of
smaller-scale resources to create a portfolio of
assets available to provide grid services

Smart charging infrastructure providers

Smart charging will help in grid balancing

Mobility Service Provider (MSP)

The company interacting directly with the EV
owner/user managing the payment and customer
care, her data and offering value-added services
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via app (booking charging sessions, displaying
available stations on a special map, etc.) or RFID.
Network operators

5G providers for smooth and efficient data
communication, assuring a low latency thanks to
the edge computation.

Communication Service Provider (CSP)

the communication company providing the 5G
connectivity service guaranteeing high reliability
connectivity and distributed capability of data
processing.

EV owners

Vehicle2Grid

Renewable energy generators

More efficient use of intermittent energy sources

EU climate policy makers

Meeting EU climate targets

Equipment providers

Suppliers of smart meters, frequency meters etc.

Investors

Entities doing initial investments

Local government

Supporting frequency stability activities

Legal authorities

Ensuring data security

Below, a stakeholder map for UC2.3 can be seen in Figure 32.

Figure 32 Stakeholder map UC2.3
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The 4 quadrants in the above figure help in deciding the level of engagement with the respective
stakeholders.
Manage closely: This quadrant involves stakeholders like the TSO, 5G network providers,
Communication service providers, Mobility service providers, smart charging providers, EV
owners and smart equipment suppliers who are directly involved in smart frequency stability
and are hence high power, high interest stakeholders for this UC and need to be managed closely
with extra efforts to keep them well informed and satisfied.
Keep Satisfied: This quadrant involves investors, local government, legal authorities and EU
climate policy makers who have high power but considerably less interest in the project. These
stakeholders need to be kept satisfied because of their high power but not bombarded with too
much information.
Keep informed: This quadrant involves renewable energy generators, car manufacturers and
aggregators who are valuable to make this project work. These stakeholders are highly interested
in the project but do not really have power over it. However, they are important in the project
execution, can give valuable inputs and need to be well informed about the project progress and
all other details.
Monitor: This involves general citizens, non-EV car owners and other companies who could
potentially be a part of the ecosystem through other services. These are neither very interested
nor have much say in the project. These stakeholders need to just be informed about the project
overview on a basic level.
Empathy Map
In UC2.3, Transmission system operators (TSOs) are considered as the users while making the
user empathy map as they will be the ones using 5G networks for stabilising the grid frequency
as seen below in Figure 33.
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Figure 33 UC2.3 Empathy map

Let us discuss each section in brief for UC2.3:
See: TSOs will see a new, additional tool to reduce and manage power outages, frequency
deviations, blackouts, damage to grid infrastructure and overall grid operating costs.
Do: TSOs will look to integrate more ancillary services and equipment that could help in stabilising
the grid. They will also find the best network operator to get uninterrupted 5G connectivity. They
will analyse the investments involved in equipment changes etc.
Say: They will say that the exchange of energy and information between energy generators and
users will be much smoother. They will also say that this will not just benefit the TSO themselves
but also the energy sources and the final users.
Hear: They will also hear from more businesses offering different solutions that can contribute
to stabilising the grid frequency.
Think: TSOs will think that this is a great opportunity to further optimise the grid.
Feel: They will feel relieved and pleased as 5G will make their work less complicated and easier.
PESTLE Analysis
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Figure 34 UC2.3 PESTLE analysis

PESTLE analysis has been done (see above figure 34) to understand the external factors affecting
the use case. The above figure will be described in brief for UC2.3 by taking each external factor
in consideration.
Political: Consideration of EU climate policies is an important political factor. Government
incentives and tax reductions for contribution towards grid stability amongst others. Harmonised
market rules across Europe would clarify the business models applicable.
Economical: Initial high investments involved for smart equipment like IoT sensors, control
devices, smart metres, analytics tools, 5G infrastructure etc. Added income opportunities for
consumers as well as businesses through V2G, energy storage and other ancillary services. TSOs
and other industries will save huge on costs because of additional tools to reduce and manage
power outages and frequency deviations.
Social: Increased overall climate awareness in the society. Much better standard of living because
of massive reduction in power outages and blackouts. Industries will face less losses because of
no power outages.
Technological: Ultra good 5G infrastructure needed to ensure real time communication between
the supply and demand side. Integration of smart devices into the grid management
infrastructure. Inclusion of additional ancillary services into the grid like energy storage, heat
storage, V2G and so on.
Legal: Adherence to voltage and frequency surge limitations and overall safety guidelines.
Environmental: Efficient usage of energy and further penetration of renewable sources leading
to massive reduction in emissions.
SWOT Analysis

The SWOT analysis for this specific UC can be seen below, In Figure 35, describing the particular
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the future operation of the use case.
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Figure 35 UC2.3 SWOT analysis

4.3 LL3 Smart City and Smart Ports
A smarter city is built from a series of interconnections, and it’s all done with one purpose in
mind: to serve the people who live there—and those who may yet live there. 5G provides a
unique opportunity for city infrastructure to be more connected to use the ICT capabilities on a
large scale inside a city environment. The smart city market is estimated to be worth $ 873 Billion
by 2026, and this provides a huge opportunity for ICT players to build tools and services which
enables this. 5G enables quick access to video, sound analytics and AI that makes the city a safer
place. This enables city managers, building owners, and facility managers to make informed
decisions and provide intelligent public services.
4.3.1 UC3.1 Intelligent Street lighting
Background
Intelligent streetlights have been gaining momentum in the past years due to the rising electricity
costs and irregular movement patterns by citizens due to COVID-19. The goal of connecting many
kinds of sensors in one area requires a network that can transfer the massive amounts of data
that will be created. For this reason, 5G technology is essential for successfully connecting the
street lighting of cities in the future and to deliver the maximum benefits both socially and
economically.
Stakeholder Analysis
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The first step of stakeholder analysis is to make a list of all the important stakeholders who will
be affected by and interested in the use case. In this case it is use of 5G for intelligent street
lighting.
Table 15 List of stakeholders for UC3.1

Stakeholder

Role

City authorities

Regulators of city infrastructure

Smart lighting suppliers

Companies that supply smart lighting solutions
including LEDs, sensors, smart apps etc.

Network operators

5G network providers

Data companies

Collection, analysis and transmission of vast
amounts of city data

Citizens

Actual users who will benefit from smart lighting
concept

City infrastructure maintenance engineers

City operators who ensure maintenance of street
lighting

Local electricity grid operator

Electricity savings using smart lighting

Government

Government support

Third party commissioning agencies

Third party agencies commissioning the smart
lighting setup

Legal authorities

Authorities ensuring citizen safety and data
security

Investors

Government investments of private investors

Other smart city services

Smart parking, smart charging, smart grid etc.

Below, a stakeholder map for UC3.1 can be seen in Figure 36.
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Figure 36 Stakeholder map UC3.1

The 4 quadrants in the above figure help in deciding the level of engagement with the respective
stakeholders.
Manage closely: This quadrant involves stakeholders like city authorities, smart lighting
suppliers, network operators, data companies and other smart city service providers who are all
directly involved in executing smart lighting and are hence high power, high interest stakeholders
for this UC and need to be managed closely with extra efforts to keep them well informed and
satisfied.
Keep Satisfied: This quadrant involves investors, local & central government, legal authorities
and EU climate policy makers who have high power but considerably less interest in the project.
These stakeholders need to be kept satisfied because of their high power but not bombarded
with too much information.
Keep informed: This quadrant involves citizens, local grid operators, city infrastructure engineers
and third parties who are extremely valuable to make this project work. These stakeholders are
highly interested in the project but do not really have power over it. However, they are important
in the project execution, can give valuable inputs and need to be well informed about the project
progress and all other details.
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Monitor: This involves the general city population, and other businesses that could potentially
build on smart lighting solutions. These are neither very interested nor have much say in the
project. These stakeholders need to just be informed about the project overview on a basic level.
Empathy Map
In UC3.1, City authorities are considered as the users while making the user empathy map as they
will be the ones building and managing the city infrastructure including street lighting using 5G
networks as seen below in Figure 37.

Figure 37 UC3.1 Empathy map

Let us discuss each section in brief for UC3.1:
See: City authorities will see a reduction in accidents, efficient usage of energy and organised
traffic in the city. The citizens will have better visibility overall on the streets.
Do: Authorities will do the installations and spread awareness amongst citizens. They will later
link the smart lights to other smart city services. They will also find the best lighting vendor and
do an in-depth cost to benefit analysis.
Say: They say that with the use of 5G, they will be able to remotely control city lights in real-time
hence saving on personnel costs and electricity costs.
Hear: Authorities will hear about less accidents in the city, they will also hear continuous
feedback from citizens and keep integrating it into their system. Remote teams will hear alerts
and warnings related to mishaps, maintenance, electricity prices etc.
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Think: Authorities will think of different ways to acquire funding for setting up intelligent street
lighting and 5G infrastructure. They may also think that it will cause opposition from citizens as
data security concerns will increase and the city will be more susceptible to cyber-attacks.
Feel: They will feel much more safe and secure as operators of the city because of real-time
situation awareness. They will also feel confident as success of intelligent lighting will mark as a
first and important step towards a smart city.
Updates to the Market Analysis
PESTLE Analysis

Figure 38 UC3.1 PESTLE analysis

PESTLE analysis has been done (see above figure 38) to understand the external factors affecting
the use case. The above figure will be described in brief for UC3.1 by taking each external factor
in consideration.
Political: Constant support from local and central government with regards to permissions and
licences. City authorities involvement as they will be the main orchestrators of the smart city
concept. Political conflicts related to data security will be an issue.
Economical: Intelligent lighting will require high initial investments because of the data analytics
tools, smart sensors etc. involved. In the long run however, intelligent street lighting will save the
city operational costs, maintenance costs as well as energy consumption costs.
Social: Overall increased safety of citizen life. Much better and comfortable life for citizens
because of controlled lighting, traffic regulation done in real-time.
Technological: Involves integration of numerous smart sensors, cameras, light sensing photocells
and other environmental sensors. Involves data servers and software analytics tools for collection
and analysis of immense amounts of data. 5G infrastructure needs to be deployed all over the
city.
Legal: Adherence to data privacy regulations. Massive threat of cyber-attacks. Adherence to
federal regulations and utility regulations.
Environmental: Overall reduction in light pollution because of real-time controlled lighting as
well as overall reduction in carbon emissions because of efficient usage of energy for street
lighting.
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SWOT Analysis

The SWOT analysis for this specific UC can be seen below, In Figure 39, describing the particular
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the future operation of the use case.

Figure 39 UC3.1 SWOT analysis

4.3.2 UC3.2 Smart parking
Background
The market of smart parking is increasing due to the rise of technology enabled cars. Smart
parking solutions aim to reduce congestion, emissions and improve traffic safety and
simultaneously to allowing higher quality of life for the residents. A smart parking system can
benefit not only the drivers and the operators but the city councils as well.
Stakeholder Analysis
The first step of stakeholder analysis is to make a list of all the important stakeholders who will
be affected by and interested in the use case. In this case it is use of 5G for smart parking.
Table 16 List of stakeholders UC3.2

Stakeholder

Role

City authorities

Control of city traffic, citizen safety, ticketing
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Vehicle drivers

Actual users of the smart parking solution

Smart parking software suppliers

Companies providing smart parking apps

Hardware providers

Companies supplying required smart parking
sensors, controls, cameras etc.

Landowners

Owners of city parking places including private
owners/utility providers/city authorities

Third parties

Third parties for installation of the systems

Network operators

5G network providers essential for smart parking
solution

Data companies

Collecting, analysing and transmitting citizen data
including GIS data.

Payment apps

Integration of parking payment system

Legal authorities

Traffic regulations, data security regulations etc.

Government

Local and central government permissions

Investors

Public or private investors

Other smart city services

Linking to other smart city services like smart
charging, smart lighting, smart grid etc.

EU climate policy makers

Ensuring the services are in line with EU climate
strategy

Below, a stakeholder map for UC3.2 can be seen in Figure 40.
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Figure 40 Stakeholder map UC3.2

The 4 quadrants in the above figure help in deciding the level of engagement with the respective
stakeholders.
Manage closely: This quadrant involves stakeholders like city authorities, smart parking solution
providers, parking spot owners, network operators and data companies who are all directly
involved in executing smart parking and are hence high power, high interest stakeholders for this
UC and need to be managed closely with extra efforts to keep them well informed and satisfied.
Keep Satisfied: This quadrant involves investors, local & central government, legal authorities
and EU climate policy makers who have high power but considerably less interest in the project.
These stakeholders need to be kept satisfied because of their high power but not bombarded
with too much information.
Keep informed: This quadrant involves vehicle drivers, payment apps, other smart city services
and third-party installation agencies who are extremely valuable to make this project work. These
stakeholders are highly interested in the project but do not really have power over it. However,
they are important in the project execution, can give valuable inputs and need to be well
informed about the project progress and all other details.
Monitor: This involves the pedestrians, non-vehicle drivers, public transport operators and other
businesses that could potentially build on smart parking solutions. These are neither very
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interested nor have much say in the project. These stakeholders need to just be informed about
the project overview on a basic level.
Empathy Map
In UC3.2, Vehicle drivers are considered as the users while making the user empathy map as they
will be the ones driving vehicles and using the smart parking feature with the help of 5G networks
as seen below in Figure 41.

Figure 41 UC3.2 Empathy map

Let us discuss each section in brief for UC3.2:
See: Vehicles drivers will see parking spots, parking spot prices etc. through their smart app
beforehand. Overall reduced traffic congestion and pollution will be seen in the city. A reduction
in extra city workforce managing parking will also be seen.
Do: Vehicle owners will look for the best suitable parking spots from their smart apps beforehand
and plan trips accordingly. They will also pay parking tickets directly through the app. They will
do some research about the best available smart parking solutions.
Say: Drivers will say that smart parking will really make life easier because finding a parking spot
in the city is very chaotic. They say that they will even be ready to pay more for this service if it
really helps avoid the trouble of finding parking spots.
Hear: Drivers will hear about different smart parking offerings, and they will even hear alerts
through the app when free spots are available in their area. Overall, there will be less noise
pollution in the city because of reduced traffic congestion.
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Think: Drivers may think that the smart parking solution may expose their vehicle location and
hence affect their vehicle safety. They will think that this is a good way of contributing towards
the environment as smart parking will lead to reduced traffic and hence carbon emissions.
Feel: They will feel much relieved while driving into the city as they will pre plan and pre book a
parking spot. Overall citizens will feel much more comfortable because of reduced congestion
and hence pollution.
Updates to the Market Analysis
PESTLE Analysis

Figure 42 UC3.2 PESTLE analysis

PESTLE analysis has been done (see above figure 42) to understand the external factors affecting
the use case. The above figure will be described in brief for UC3.2 by taking each external factor
in consideration.
Political: Conflicts regarding land ownership of parking spots. Loss of jobs in city authorities
leading to possible worker protests and overall resistance. Another political conflict could be
safety of vehicles in parking places.
Economical: High initial investments for installation of smart sensors and cameras all over the
city. However, in the long run citizens save on fuel costs by efficiently finding parking spots and
city authorities save on personnel and enforcement costs.
Social: Much simpler and more comfortable life of citizens because of less traffic congestion and
easy location of parking spots.
Technological: Overall complex operations involving various sensors, cameras, cloud platform
and data analytics. Strong 5G infrastructure also needs to be deployed especially near the parking
spots and in general all over the city.
Legal: Adhering to city parking regulations, data security regulations and maintaining air quality
limits in cities.
Environmental: Overall reduction in carbon emissions because of reduced traffic congestion
and reduced driving time for citizens looking for parking spots.
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SWOT Analysis

The SWOT analysis for this specific UC can be seen below, In Figure 43, describing the particular
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the future operation of the use case.

Figure 43 UC3.2 SWOT analysis

4.3.3 UC3.3 Smart city co-creation
Background
Smart City co-creation helps all stakeholders to provide input into methodologies to provide the
best possible implementation of smart city implementation. Beyond higher data rate and lower
latency, 5G will allow for massive machine-type communication such as connecting IoT devices.
Stakeholder Analysis
The first step of stakeholder analysis is to make a list of all the important stakeholders who will
be affected by and interested in the use case. In this case it is use of 5G for smart city co-creation.
Table 17 List of stakeholders for UC3.3

Stakeholder

Role

City authorities

Overall management of public services

Academia and research organisations

Important role in research, development and
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innovation in smart cities
Investors

Public or private entities making huge initial
investments required for smart city

Electricity grid operators

Sustainable use of electricity is a core factor in
smart cities

Network operators

5G providers which is extremely crucial in smart
city creation

Citizens

Actual end users of the smart city solutions

Smart solution providers

Smart charging, smart parking, smart grid, smart
lighting etc. providers

Data companies

Management of huge amounts of city data

Legal authorities

Ensuring data security, citizen safety etc.

Government

Local and central government support

NGOs

Support in smart city co-creation

Urban infrastructure planners

Planners of urban city infrastructure projects

Media

Influence citizens through media channels about
smart city advantages

Businesses

Start-ups, SMEs and MNCs coming up with
innovative smart city solutions

Below, a stakeholder map for UC3.3 can be seen in Figure 44.
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Figure 44 Stakeholder map UC3.3

The 4 quadrants in the above figure help in deciding the level of engagement with the respective
stakeholders.
Manage closely: This quadrant involves stakeholders like city authorities, network operators,
academia & research, smart city solution providers, data companies, infrastructure planners and
citizens who are all directly involved in smart city co-creation and are hence high power, high
interest stakeholders for this UC and need to be managed closely with extra efforts to keep them
well informed and satisfied.
Keep Satisfied: This quadrant involves investors, local & central government, legal authorities
and EU climate policy makers who have high power but considerably less interest in the project.
These stakeholders need to be kept satisfied because of their high power but not bombarded
with too much information.
Keep informed: This quadrant involves NGOs, media, start-ups/SMEs/MNCs and electricity grid
operators who are extremely valuable to make this project work. These stakeholders are highly
interested in the project but do not really have much power over it. However, they are important
in the project execution, can give valuable inputs and need to be well informed about the project
progress and all other details.
Monitor: This involves the overall city population and potential businesses that could add value
to the smart city concept. These stakeholders need to just be informed about the project
overview on a basic level as they are neither very interested nor have much say in the project.
Empathy Map
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In UC3.3, City authorities are considered as the users while making the user empathy map as they
will be the ones managing the entire city infrastructure with the help of 5G networks as seen
below in Figure 45.

Figure 45 UC3.3 Empathy map

Let us discuss each section in brief for UC3.3:
See: Authorities will see an overall more organised and synchronised city, enhanced citizen
safety, increase in upcoming innovative solutions, reduction in long term operating costs and
overall improved life of citizens.
Do: Authorities will acquire funding and permissions from local governments, knowledge from
research and academia, integrate different smart solutions, get feedback from citizens, build a
strong 5G infrastructure and control the overall functioning of the smart city concept.
Say: They say that it will highly increase the complexity of city operations with so much data in
real-time. They say that they may need to set up highly skilled teams that are trained to manage
operations.
Hear: Authorities will continuously hear feedback from citizens and other actors in the smart city
ecosystem to co-create and continuously improve city services. They will always here real-time
alerts, notifications and warnings about all happenings in the city.
Think: Authorities will think of potential funding sources and other stakeholders who could be
involved in smart city co-creation.
Feel: Authorities will feel much more secure because of real-time synchronisation of public
services like healthcare, education, security, transport etc.
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Updates to the Market Analysis
PESTLE Analysis

Figure 46 UC3.3 PESTLE analysis

PESTLE analysis has been done (see above figure 46) to understand the external factors affecting
the use case. The above figure will be described in brief for UC3.3 by taking each external factor
in consideration.
Political: Central and local government involvement in city infrastructure planning. Support of
local political parties is necessary for the city authorities to carry forward the smart city concept.
Lots of political conflicts could occur because of high exposure of citizen data.
Economical: Huge initial investments needed for deployment of numerous sensors, cameras,
data servers, 5G infrastructure, smart lights, smart charging stations and other smart services all
over the city. City authorities will need public as well as private funding. In the long run, different
smart services will save costs and time for the citizens as well as the city authorities.
Social: Conduction of idea workshops, focus groups, campaigns and so on with the citizens for
smart city co-creation. This will create a sense of pride for the citizens as they will themselves
contribute towards this project. Smart city will improve the overall life of the citizens and make
it much more comfortable.
Technological: Integration of ultra-high speed 5G infrastructure, numerous IoT sensors, cameras,
control stations, data servers, data analytics tools and so on. Highly complex operations for the
city officials to manage.
Legal: Various regulations need to be complied including mainly data security regulations,
Intellectual property rights, safety regulations and so on.
Environmental: Smart city concept will ensure efficient usage of energy, promote use of
renewable sources, reduce traffic congestion etc. that will reduce the overall emissions of the
city.
SWOT Analysis

The SWOT analysis for this specific UC can be seen below, In Figure 47, describing the particular
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the future operation of the use case.
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Figure 47 UC3.3 SWOT analysis

4.3.4 UC3.4 Smart buildings and campus
Background
The main purpose of the Smart Campus Use Case is to enable continuous evolution of the smart
buildings and campuses from a set of individual isolated systems to a federated smart IoT
environment that provides a safer and more efficiently managed working environment for the
buildings and the campuses occupants and visitors.
Stakeholder Analysis
The first step of stakeholder analysis is to make a list of all the important stakeholders who will
be affected by and interested in the use case. In this case it is use of 5G for smart campuses.
Table 18 List of stakeholders UC3.4

Stakeholder

Role

Smart campus operator

Educational institution, commercial institution etc. who
operate the campus

Campus owner

Public or private entity that owns the campus facility

Smart infrastructure providers

Suppliers of required hardware like IoT sensors, cameras,
controls etc. and software like platforms, data servers,
analytics etc.
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Construction companies

Builders of the campus infrastructure

Network operator

Network operator providing 5G to campus

Campus users

Faculty, students, occupants, visitors etc. who are actual end
users and co-creators

Electricity provider

Efficient use of electricity in campus

Security agencies

Agencies ensuring security in campuses (internal or third
party)

Investors

Public entities or campus owners making the upfront
investments

Data company

Management of campus data

Legal authorities

Ensuring safety and data security

Local government

Local government support

Other smart solution providers

Providers of other smart solutions like smart grid, smart
parking, smart charging etc. to be integrated in the campus

Below, a stakeholder map for UC3.4 can be seen in Figure 48.

Figure 48 Stakeholder map UC3.4
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The 4 quadrants in the above figure help in deciding the level of engagement with the respective
stakeholders.
Manage closely: This quadrant involves stakeholders like campus operators, campus owners,
smart infrastructure providers, 5G providers, security agencies and campus users who are all
directly involved in smart campus creation & operation and are hence high power, high interest
stakeholders for this UC and need to be managed closely with extra efforts to keep them well
informed and satisfied.
Keep Satisfied: This quadrant involves investors, local government, legal authorities and policy
makers who have high power but considerably less interest in the project. These stakeholders
need to be kept satisfied because of their high power but not bombarded with too much
information.
Keep informed: This quadrant involves construction companies, electricity providers & other
smart solution providers who are extremely valuable to make this project work. These
stakeholders are highly interested in the project but do not really have much power over it.
However, they are important in the project execution, can give valuable inputs and need to be
well informed about the project progress and all other details.
Monitor: This involves the general citizens, non-campus users and the media that could possibly
add value to the smart campus concept. However, these are not very interested neither have
much say in the project and hence need to just be informed about the project overview on a
basic level.
Empathy Map
In UC3.4, Campus owners/operators are considered as the users while making the user empathy
map as they will be the ones owning and managing the entire operations of the smart campus
with the help of 5G networks as seen below in Figure 49.
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Figure 49 UC3.4 Empathy map

Let us discuss each section in brief for UC3.4:
See: Campuses will see an overall reduction in energy consumption, operational costs &
workforce costs, enhanced safety of the campus occupants and synchronisation with public
services outside the campus. Overall, a more organised campus will be seen.
Do: Campuses will study the cost to benefit ratio, consult the campus users about the changes
and integrate smart technologies step by step. They will also look for potential funding sources.
Say: They will say that using 5G networks they can highly enhance safety of their occupants,
reduce operational costs, increase operational efficiency and provide their occupants with better
experiences.
Think: Campus operators will think that making the campus smart may help their business in
acquiring more visitors/occupants. They will also think of adding different additional smart
services to the campus.
Feel: Campus operators will feel much more secure because of ensured safety of the campus
occupants. However, they will also feel worried as the data of their campus and its occupants will
now have the threat of cyber-attacks.
Updates to the Market Analysis
PESTLE Analysis
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Figure 50 UC3.4 Pestle Analysis

PESTLE analysis has been done (see above figure 50) to understand the external factors affecting
the use case. The above figure will be described in brief for UC3.4 by taking each external factor
in consideration.
Political: Political conflicts related to ownership of campuses and the trustee board. Linking of
public services with the smart campus ecosystem may lead to political resistance. Possible
requirement of government support and funding to execute a smart campus.
Economical: Huge upfront investments in installation of sensors, cameras, data servers, data
analytics tools and 5G infrastructure. Eventually, campuses will save huge on operational costs.
Social: Enhanced safety of campus citizens because of automatic real-time communication and
camera systems. This will lead to a sense of security in the minds of the campus occupants.
Becoming smart will improve the social image of the campus and may attract more
visitors/users/occupants. Overall campus experience will be more enjoyable and safer.
Technological: Integration of different smart devices will increase operational complexity and
may require special training of operators. Strong 5G infrastructure will be needed around the
campus. Technological maturity will be a concern for campus owners to adopt smart
technologies.
Legal: Compliance with GDPR and safety regulations. Adherence to copyright and IPR policies.
Environmental: Efficient usage of energy for campus operations, may lead to reduced
emissions. However, on the contrary, integration of various new devices and data servers may
even increase energy consumption.

SWOT Analysis

The SWOT analysis for this specific UC can be seen below, In Figure 51, describing the particular
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the future operation of the use case.
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Figure 51 UC3.4 SWOT Analysis

Approach to go-to Market

An overview of the initial approach to market for this UC is outlined as follows:
Target market: Campus owners/operators like universities, commercial buildings, shopping
malls, residential complexes, industrial sites etc.
Product market fit: Providing enhanced security, more entertaining/productive experiences and
an overall comfortable campus experience for the users through various smart services
supported by 5G infrastructure. This will solve many issues for current campus owners related to
high operational costs, security concerns, high manpower requirements and lack of innovative
offerings.
Pricing strategy: A one-time pricing strategy will be used for setting up all required smart sensor,
camera and control equipment. However, a subscription-based model with third party data
companies will be used for collection, management, analysis and transmission of vast amounts
of data generated in the campus. Campus users can also be offered a subscription-based model
for using different offered smart services.
Distribution and adoption plan: Distribution channels will depend on the type of campus being
targeted. In the case of universities for example, social media, university websites, publishing
platforms and SEO could be important distribution channels. But overall social media will be a
strong distribution channel for marketing smart campus services and benefits. In terms of the
equipment and the analytics tools, the biggest distribution channels would be industrial retailers
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and e-commerce platforms. The best channel for adoption of the smart campus concept can be
considered to be social media and media in general.
These initial go-to market insights will form the basis for further business pan development for
this use case, evidenced fully in the accompanying deliverable D8.2: Business Development Plan.
4.3.5 UC3.5 Autonomous assets and logistics for smart harbor/port
Background
To decrease the labour costs on ports, this use case works on building smarter ports and
transforming the current ports to be more autonomous. The use case developed the
infrastructure to support real-time operation and integration support for autonomous assets for
the logistics hub of YARA in Norway.
Stakeholder Analysis
The first step of stakeholder analysis is to make a list of all the important stakeholders who will
be affected by and interested in the use case. In this case it is use of 5G for smart ports/harbours.
Table 19 List of stakeholders for UC3.5

Stakeholder

Role

Port authority

Regulatory body responsible for management of ports

Port operating company

Private company handling port operations like cargo
handling, logistics etc.

Industrial suppliers

Original suppliers of goods that are traded locally or
globally

Transport operators

Shipping agencies, road transport operators etc.

Logistics companies

Third parties handling trade of goods

Legal authorities

Management of international trade laws, security
regulations, taxes etc.

Network operator

Providers of 5G for smart ports

Suppliers of smart equipment

Suppliers of IoT sensors, controls, automated material
handling equipment, automated vessels etc.

Data companies

Management of vast amounts of data related to
incoming and outgoing cargo and internal port
operations

Electricity grid operators

Ensuring efficient usage of energy in port
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Investors

Public or private

Port operations staff

On field workers and engineers at ports

Government

Local and central government involvement in
international and regional trade

Below, a stakeholder map for UC3.5 can be seen in Figure 52.

Figure 52 Stakeholder map UC3.5

The 4 quadrants in the above figure help in deciding the level of engagement with the respective
stakeholders.
Manage closely: This quadrant involves stakeholders like port authorities, port operating
companies, suppliers of smart equipment, network operators, data companies and transport
operators who are all directly involved in smart port creation & operation and are hence high
power, high interest stakeholders for this UC and need to be managed closely with extra efforts
to keep them well informed and satisfied.
Keep Satisfied: This quadrant involves investors, the government and legal authorities who have
high power but considerably less interest in the project. These stakeholders need to be kept
satisfied because of their high power but not bombarded with too much information.
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Keep informed: This quadrant involves electricity grid operators, port staff, industrial suppliers
of traded goods and logistics companies who are extremely valuable to make this project work.
These stakeholders are highly interested in the project but do not really have much power over
it. However, they are important in the project execution, can give valuable inputs and need to be
well informed about the project progress and all other details.
Monitor: This involves the general citizens, customers and the media. These stakeholders are not
very interested neither have much say in the project and hence need to just be informed about
the project overview on a basic level.
Empathy Map
In UC3.5, Port operators are considered as the users while making the user empathy map as they
will be the ones managing the port operations with the help of smart technologies using 5G
networks as seen below in Figure 53.

Figure 53 UC3.5 Empathy map

Let us discuss each section in brief for UC3.5:
See: Port operators will see a reduction in operational costs, increase in port operational
efficiency, enhanced operator safety, efficient use of energy and reduced congestion of vessels
in the port.
Do: Port operators will initially look for funding sources and permissions. Later they will do a deep
analysis on the cost to benefit ratio.
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Say: Port operators say that it is highly important to automate and stay competitive by improving
efficiency and reducing costs as international trade is rapidly increasing and hence so is the
competition.
Hear: Port operators will hear real-time notifications, warnings and alerts related to port
operations. They will also hear more offers from customers as increased efficiency will allow
them to drop their charges.
Think: May think that making a port smart will be a very costly affair and if it is worth the
investment.
Feel: Port operators will feel relieved as smart services will reduce the complexity of port
operations. They will however also feel worried as making ports smart will expose international
trade data and will hence be prone to cyber-attacks.
Updates to the Market Analysis
PESTLE Analysis

Figure 54 UC3.5 Pestle Analysis

PESTLE analysis has been done (see above figure 54) to understand the external factors affecting
the use case. The above figure will be described in brief for UC3.5 by taking each external factor
in consideration.
Political: International trade associations will be involved and may have issues related to data
exposure of incoming and outgoing goods. Huge numbers of people work on ports, automating
ports may lead to loss of jobs leading to worker protests.
Economical: Massive upfront investments in autonomous vessels, real-time logistics, IoT sensors
etc. However, in the long run, ports will save immense amounts of costs because of increased
operational efficiency.
Social: Many jobs may be lost because of port automation. Port operators often deal with
dangerous cargo and automation may enhance their safety.
Technological: Deployment and integration of various smart technologies and which will increase
operational complexity.
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Legal: Adherence to data security regulations, environmental regulations, safety regulations and
international trade laws.
Environmental: Overall increased efficiency of port operations leading to efficient consumption
of energy. This will lead to reduction in emissions and will also reduce the burden of the
electricity grid. Efficient real-time operations will mean there will be no unnecessary transport
involved in port operations leading to further reduction in carbon emissions
SWOT Analysis

The SWOT analysis for this specific UC can be seen below, In Figure 55, describing the particular
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the future operation of the use case.

Figure 55 UC3.5 SWOT Analysis

4.3.6 UC3.6 Port safety, monitor and detect irregular sound)
Background
The use case deals with operations and maintenance of machinery at smart ports, the use of
predictive maintenance is an upcoming trend for machine maintenance and increase productivity
of the port. The predictive maintenance market is projected to reach $18,653.2 Million by 2027.
The real time fault detection in this use case uses sound analysis to analyse the sound coming
from the machinery.
Stakeholder Analysis
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The important stakeholder for the following use case is the following:
Table 20 List of stakeholders for UC3.6

Stakeholder

Role

IoT device maker

To provide the Iot devices for sound capture.

Port operating company

Private company handling port operations like
cargo handling, logistics etc.

Software development company

The company developing the Machine Learning
algorithm

Port Owners

The company/organisation that owns the port

The next diagram shows how the stakeholders can be aligned on the Interest-Influence matrix.
The interest from Port owner and IoT device maker is quite low although it is important to keep
monitoring them and satisfied. Similarly, for the other 2, it is important to keep them satisfied
and manage them closely.

Figure 56 Stakeholder map UC3.6

Empathy Map
In UC3.6, Port operators are considered as the users while making the user empathy map as they
will be the ones managing the port operations and maintenance of machinery with the help of
smart technologies using 5G networks as seen below in Figure 57.
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Figure 57 UC3.6 Empathy map

The main information that the empathy map provides is the need to explain the revenue increase
by the smart devices and how predictive maintenance can provide longer productive hours for
the port. The map also gives an insight on how to target the port operators to include the device
in their ports and specific numbers need to be shown on the cost involved and the potential
revenue added for the port.
Updates to the Market Analysis
PESTLE Analysis

Figure 58 UC3.6 Pestle Analysis

PESTLE analysis has been done (see above figure 58) to understand the external factors affecting
the use case. The above figure will be described in brief for UC4.1 by taking each external factor
in consideration.
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The political landscape towards digitisation of ports has been positive in general though a specific
issue could be from worker union as digitisation sometimes leads to loss of employment in
specific departments. The economical balance can be found to offset the upfront costs from
government grants focusing on digitisation. For smart ports, it’s extremely important that the
technological factors be taken into account as deployment of new technologies in old ports leads
to issues on legacy systems, building complex issues.
SWOT Analysis

The SWOT analysis for this specific UC can be seen below, In Figure 59, describing the particular
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the future operation of the use case.

Figure 59 UC3.6 SWOT Analysis
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4.4 LL4 Media & Entertainment
Media and entertainment ‘experiences’ enabled by 5G will generate up to $1.3 trillion (£0.9
trillion) in revenue by 2028, according to a new report commissioned by Intel22. The report
suggests that 2025 will represent a ‘tipping point’ for 5G in entertainment and media. By that
time, the report forecasts that around 57 percent of wireless revenue globally will be driven by
the capabilities of 5G networks and devices. The opportunity from lower latency is one of the key
features in 5G networks and is especially important for live productions. Lower latency than
existing wireless services increases the quality of experience both for the content makers as well
as the consumer. Many SMEs and larger companies working with augmented and virtual reality
solutions have seen this technology as a huge potential facilitator for adoption.
4.4.1 UC4.1 Ultra-High-Fidelity media
Background
The use case deals with Ultra high-fidelity media being sent through 5G networks to the end
consumer. One of the major uses of 5G will be on experiencing live events virtually, an industry
posed to grow in the upcoming years with already a huge customer base today. The possibility
to get better quality media is a demand from the consumer as well as the event organisers.
Stakeholder Analysis
The first step of stakeholder analysis is to make a list of all the important stakeholders who will
be affected by and interested in the use case. In this case it is use of 5G for ultra-high-fidelity
media.
Table 21 List of stakeholders for UC4.1

22

Stakeholder

Role

Device manufacturers

Companies manufacturing media devices like smartphones,
tablets, PCs etc. compatible with 5G

Broadcasting companies

News channels, sports broadcasters etc. producing live
content

Over the top (OTT) platforms

OTT platforms like Netflix, Amazon prime video etc.
providing on demand content

Subscribers/consumers

Actual users who consume the content

ICT company

Providers of 5G connectivity

Network infrastructure operators

Operators of 5G network infrastructure

Public infrastructure

Public infrastructure operators like public transport

https://newsroom.intel.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/11/2018/10/intel-5g-economics-backgrounder.pdf
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companies, public parks etc.
Private infrastructure

Shopping malls, stadiums etc. where consumers can access
high quality media

Legal authorities

Ensuring copyright, piracy & data security laws

Investors

Public/private investors in new infrastructure

Below, a stakeholder map for UC4.1 can be seen in Figure 60.

Figure 60 Stakeholder map UC4.1

The 4 quadrants in the above figure help in deciding the level of engagement with the respective
stakeholders.
Manage closely: This quadrant involves stakeholders like device manufacturers, network
infrastructure providers, ICT companies, broadcasting companies and OTT platforms who are all
high power, high interest stakeholders for this UC and need to be managed closely with extra
efforts to keep them well informed and satisfied.
Keep Satisfied: This quadrant involves investors and legal authorities who have high power but
considerably less interest in the project. These stakeholders need to be kept satisfied because of
their high power but not bombarded with too much information.
Keep informed: This quadrant involves subscribers, public infrastructure operators and private
infrastructure operators who are extremely valuable to make this project work. These
stakeholders are highly interested in the project but do not really have much power over it.
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However, they are important in the project execution, can give valuable inputs and need to be
well informed about the project progress and all other details.
Monitor: This involves the general citizens and social media. These stakeholders are not very
interested neither have much say in the project and hence need to just be informed about the
project overview on a basic level.
Empathy Map
In UC4.1, Subscribers/consumers are considered as the users while making the user empathy
map as they will be the ones streaming media content on their devices using 5G networks as seen
below in Figure 61.

Figure 61 UC4.1 Empathy map

Let us discuss each section in brief for UC4.1:
See: Viewers will be able to see ultra-high quality media content without fluctuations and even
while travelling. With 5G introduction, viewers will see more and more high-quality content
options appearing.
Do: Subscribers will subscribe for more services and will stream high quality media from places
where it was previously not possible like in buses, trains, crowded areas etc. More and more
users will also be seen buying 5G compatible media streaming devices.
Say: Viewers say that having the chance to watch high quality, uninterrupted media will be
extremely good and can make travelling more entertaining.
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Hear: Users will be able to hear media in ultra-high quality from anywhere. After 5G adoption
users will also hear about more offerings from different media companies with better
subscription plans etc.
Think: Viewers will think if 5G plans will be much more expensive than current 3G/4G. However,
they may also think that this may be an added distraction and disrupt social life.
Feel: They will feel much less bored during travelling as they can stream high quality content.
They will feel less irritated due to elimination of stream buffering.
Updates to the Market Analysis
PESTLE Analysis

Figure 62 UC4.1 PESTLE Analysis

PESTLE analysis has been done (see above figure 62) to understand the external factors affecting
the use case. The above figure will be described in brief for UC4.1 by taking each external factor
in consideration.
Political: Political factors would mainly involve data privacy and copyright infringement issues
related to generated content.
Economical: As 5G matures, the cost to GB ratio for device users would go down even for
watching high quality content. Device manufacturers and content providers would experience
increased revenues and profits as 5G will allow more users to buy devices and stream content.
However, device manufacturers may also need to invest high on producing 5G compatible
devices.
Social: People will be able to stream ultra-high-quality audio and video from locations previously
not possible. They can even stream content while travelling or while being mobile making
journeys much more entertaining in general. However, this may impact and hamper social
interactions between people as they will be more involved in their devices. Last but not least,
COVID-19 pandemic highlighted the paramount importance of the ballooning global population
access services “while on the move” (i.e., through mobile networks) also and mainly for social
meeting and educational purposes. Society recognised that current infrastructures, designed
decades ago, need to be upgraded with more performing ones, as 5G promises to be.
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Technological: 5G network infrastructure will need to be developed. Device manufacturers will
need to produce more devices compatible with 5G.
Legal: Compliance with GDPR, piracy, copyright and censorship laws will be of most importance.
Environmental: Possible impact on the environment as use of 5G for ultra-high-fidelity media
will mean more devices produced and more devices used leading to more wastage and carbon
emissions.
SWOT Analysis

The SWOT analysis for this specific UC can be seen below, In Figure 63, describing the particular
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the future operation of the use case.

Figure 63UC4.1 SWOT Analysis

4.4.2 UC4.2 Multi CSN selection
Background
This use case examines a not unusual trouble that takes place while huge audiences are ingesting
a Linear broadcast carrier or while a famous programme is launched for on-call for consumption.
This is a day-by-day trouble going on while customers consume media content material through
OTT (Over-the-Top) systems in a Mobile Network Operator (MNO) network. This precise use case
will observe customers of the media OTT packages of public and business broadcasters playing
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linear media or on-call for content material dispensed through multiple Content Delivery
Networks (CDN).
Stakeholder Analysis
The first step of stakeholder analysis is to make a list of all the important stakeholders who will
be affected by and interested in the use case. In this case it is use of 5G for multi-CDN selection.
Table 22 List of stakeholders UC4.2

Stakeholder

Role

Content producers

OTTs, media companies etc.

Device manufacturers

Manufacturers of devices compatible with 5G

Mobile Network Operators (MNO)

Providers of network to stream content

Multi-CDN network providers

Companies operating and managing multi-CDN
server networks

Subscribers/consumers

End users who stream media on their devices

Legal authorities

Ensuring compliance with copyright, piracy and
data security regulations

Investors

Public or private investors in the multi-CDN & 5G
infrastructure

Below, a stakeholder map for UC4.2 can be seen in Figure 64.
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Figure 64 Stakeholder map UC4.2

The 4 quadrants in the above figure help in deciding the level of engagement with the respective
stakeholders.
Manage closely: This quadrant involves stakeholders like device manufacturers, content
producers, mobile network operators and multi-CDN network providers who are all high power,
high interest stakeholders for this UC and need to be managed closely with extra efforts to keep
them well informed and satisfied.
Keep Satisfied: This quadrant involves investors and legal authorities who have high power but
considerably less interest in the project. These stakeholders need to be kept satisfied because of
their high power but not bombarded with too much information.
Keep informed: This quadrant involves subscribers or consumers who are extremely valuable to
make this project work. These stakeholders are highly interested in the project but do not really
have much power over it. However, they are important in the project execution, can give valuable
inputs and need to be well informed about the project progress and all other details.
Monitor: This involves the general citizens, social media and film/show directors. These
stakeholders are not very interested neither have much say in the project and hence need to just
be informed about the project overview on a basic level.
Empathy Map
In UC4.2, Subscribers/consumers are considered as the users while making the user empathy
map as they will be the ones streaming media content on their devices using 5G networks as seen
below in Figure 65.
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Figure 65 UC4.2 Empathy map

Let us discuss each section in brief for UC4.2:
See: OTT app users will be able to see high quality content on demand seamlessly from any
location.
Do: More users will subscribe to OTT platforms because of enhanced viewing quality and more
users will buy 5G compatible devices. They will also stream on demand content from any location.
Say: They say that after stressful days and long travel journeys users will be able to watch high
quality content seamlessly.
Hear: Users will hear about more OTT options, more subscription offers and less criticism about
bad quality, buffering etc. from their peers.
Think: Users will think that travelling and in general streaming will be much more relaxed.
Feel: Users will feel less agitated about content quality and more excited about upcoming shows
on OTT platforms.

Updates to the Market Analysis
PESTLE Analysis
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Figure 66 UC4.2 PESTLE Analysis

PESTLE analysis has been done (see above figure 66) to understand the external factors affecting
the use case. The above figure will be described in brief for UC4.2 by taking each external factor
in consideration.
Political: Needed support from local MNO. Political conflicts related to copyright infringement
and censorship may arise.
Economical: Use of 5G to build multi-CDN infrastructure will help content providers save on
bandwidth costs, overage fees and distribution costs as viewers will receive content from local
servers rather than from far away. However, initial implementation costs for multi-CDN
infrastructure will be high.
Social: More comfortable viewing experience for viewers without interruptions and with an
excellent QoS. Viewers can receive content from local servers rather than from far away servers
leading to more user confidence on the quality of content. Local businesses can market their
products and reach their customers in more interactive ways with high quality and creative
content.
Technological: Multi-CDN infrastructure needs complex configuration which requires a skilled
workforce. A separate distributed infrastructure is needed to be built locally.
Legal: Compliance with data security, copyright, piracy and censorship laws is important. Local
permissions may also be needed for creation of multi-CDN networks.
Environmental: Deployment of multiple servers means more consumption of energy and
subsequently more emissions.
SWOT Analysis

The SWOT analysis for this specific UC can be seen below, In Figure 67, describing the particular
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the future operation of the use case.
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Figure 67 UC4.2 SWOT Analysis

4.4.3 UC4.3 On site live event experience
Background
In highly-populated live events, such as sports venues, music concerts, or carnivals, lots of users
will simultaneously try to upload images, live videos and recorded clips as well as watch other
participants’ content or background content related to the event as well as other level of users
working specifically on safety and healthcare in these productions. UC 4.3 involves the generation
and simulation of various subscriber profiles in terms of bitrate and quality requirements and the
evaluation of the corresponding QoE.
Stakeholder Analysis
The first step of stakeholder analysis is to make a list of all the important stakeholders who will
be affected by and interested in the use case. In this case it is use of 5G for on-site live event
experience.
Table 23 List of stakeholders UC4.3

Stakeholder

Role

Public infrastructure operators

Stadium/concert hall etc. operators

Event management companies

Companies that manage large public events

Live broadcasters

Broadcasters of live sports, news etc.
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OTTs

OTT platforms providing on demand content

Social media operators

Instagram, Facebook, twitter etc. which users can
use during live events

Network operators

Providers of 5G network and infrastructure

Consumers

Users of media in live events

Health response teams

Emergency health support teams in live events

Security teams

Ensuring public safety in live events

Investors

Public and private investors in 5G infrastructure

Legal authorities

Ensuring public safety, data security etc.

Cyber security teams

Ensuring safety of public from cyber attacks

Below, a stakeholder map for UC4.3 can be seen in Figure 68.

Figure 68 Stakeholder map UC4.3

The 4 quadrants in the above figure help in deciding the level of engagement with the respective
stakeholders.
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Manage closely: This quadrant involves stakeholders like public infrastructure operators, live
broadcasters, OTTs, network operators and social media operators who are all high power, high
interest stakeholders for this UC and need to be managed closely with extra efforts to keep them
well informed and satisfied.
Keep Satisfied: This quadrant involves investors and legal authorities who have high power but
considerably less interest in the project. These stakeholders need to be kept satisfied because of
their high power but not bombarded with too much information.
Keep informed: This quadrant involves subscribers/consumers, event management companies,
health response teams, security agencies and cyber security teams who are extremely valuable
to make this project work. These stakeholders are highly interested in the project but do not
really have much power over it. However, they are important in the project execution, can give
valuable inputs and need to be well informed about the project progress and all other details.
Monitor: This involves the general citizens. These stakeholders are not very interested neither
have much say in the project and hence need to just be informed about the project overview on
a basic level.
Empathy Map
In UC4.3, Media content users in populated areas are considered as the users while making the
user empathy map as they will be the ones streaming media content on their devices using 5G
networks in live events/stadiums/concerts etc as seen below in Figure 69.

Figure 69 UC4.3 Empathy map

Let us discuss each section in brief for UC4.3:
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See: Content users will be able to see media even in densely populated areas like concert halls,
stadiums etc. They will also be able to see social media in dense areas. Also, they will be able to
watch real time statistics, news etc. during sports events and concerts.
Do: Users will watch and upload images, videos etc. on social media platforms from live events.
Special user groups like health response teams, security teams etc. will be able to better manage
events because of real-time communication enabled by 5G.
Say: Users say that they are often unable to upload content on social media during concerts and
it would be great to have that possible. They even said that it is often hard to communicate with
friends and family in crowded areas because of network congestion and 5G can greatly solve this.
Hear: Users will be able to hear good quality audio from crowded areas easily. Special user groups
will be able to communicate smoothly in the crowded areas.
Think: Users will think that they will now be able to share their event experiences live with their
friends and family through social media.
Feel: Users will feel more comfortable and secure as 5G networks will ensure smooth and fast
communication in crowded events.
Updates to the Market Analysis
PESTLE Analysis

Figure 70 UC4.3 PESTLE Analysis

PESTLE analysis has been done (see above figure 70) to understand the external factors affecting
the use case. The above figure will be described in brief for UC4.3 by taking each external factor
in consideration.
Political: Permissions and licences to conduct events with huge crowds. Political opposition
because of the threat of cyber hacking and cyber-attacks in crowded events.
Economical: High initial investments in deployment of 5G infrastructure. Opens doors for
providing more services and hence more revenues to event planners/organisers etc. More
people will in general attend live events if network infrastructure is good leading to further
increased revenues for event organisers.
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Social: Better communication during live events between participants. More safe and secure
event experience as health response teams and security teams can communicate in real-time.
Overall, more enjoyable experience as users can use social media, view event statistics, general
information etc. in real-time without disturbance.
Technological: Development of 5G infrastructure in densely populated areas and production of
5G supported devices by device manufacturers.
Legal: Compliance with GDPR regulations. Adherence to security and healthcare protocols in live
events.
Environmental: 5G may allow event organisers to make more efficient use of lights, energy and
traffic control
SWOT Analysis

The SWOT analysis for this specific UC can be seen below, In Figure 71, describing the particular
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the future operation of the use case.

Figure 71 UC4.3 SWOT Analysis

4.4.4 UC4.4 User and machine-generated content
Background
This use case is focused on the media-related experience in generating professional and semi-professional
content for various purposes including live news coverage, live sports and other entertainment coverage.
The use case consists of user and machine generated content which can be transmitted over 5G.
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Stakeholder Analysis
The first step of stakeholder analysis is to make a list of all the important stakeholders who will
be affected by and interested in the use case. In this case it is use of 5G for user and machine
generated content.
Table 24 List of stakeholders UC4.4

Stakeholder

Role

Professional and semi-professional content
generators

Content generators for various purposes like live
news coverage, live sports coverage etc.

Network providers

5G infrastructure network providers

Production teams

Teams that execute on-site live production of
content

Equipment suppliers

Suppliers of wireless equipment, multiple
cameras with wireless sensors, controls, drones
etc.

Remote teams

Remote teams managing the remote servers and
distribution of content in real-time

Consumers

Viewers of live media

Legal authorities

Ensuring safety, data security and production
permissions

Investors

Public investors or internal investments by media
companies

Below, a stakeholder map for UC4.4 can be seen in Figure 72.
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Figure 72 Stakeholder map UC4.4

The 4 quadrants in the above figure help in deciding the level of engagement with the respective
stakeholders.
Manage closely: This quadrant involves stakeholders like professional and semi-professional
content generators, network providers, production equipment suppliers and remote production
teams who are all high power, high interest stakeholders for this UC and need to be managed
closely with extra efforts to keep them well informed and satisfied.
Keep Satisfied: This quadrant involves investors and legal authorities who have high power but
considerably less interest in the project. These stakeholders need to be kept satisfied because of
their high power but not bombarded with too much information.
Keep informed: This quadrant involves subscribers/consumers and on-site production teams
who are extremely valuable to make this project work. These stakeholders are highly interested
in the project but do not really have much power over it. However, they are important in the
project execution, can give valuable inputs and need to be well informed about the project
progress and all other details.
Monitor: This involves the general citizens and social media. These stakeholders are not very
interested neither have much say in the project and hence need to just be informed about the
project overview on a basic level.
Empathy Map
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In UC4.4, Professional or semi-professional content generators are considered as the users while
making the user empathy map as they will be the ones creating live on-site content like news,
live sports etc. using 5G networks as seen below in Figure 73.

Figure 73 UC4.4 Empathy map

Let us discuss each section in brief for UC4.4:
See: Content generators will see reduction in their operational costs (travel, workforce costs
etc.), traditional equipment will no longer be seen, and new wireless cameras, sensors and
drones will be seen on site. Users will be able to stream high quality live media from anywhere.
Do: Content generators will be able to create coverage from areas previously not accessible like
indoors, underground, mobile etc. They will also cover multiple events at once and extend to
even higher quality like 4K, 8K etc.
Say: Media companies will say that they will save immensely on costs, especially personnel, travel
and heavy equipment costs. They will also say that important news like manmade or natural
disasters will reach citizens in real-time which is very important.
Hear: Media companies will hear good reviews about their coverage and users will be able to
hear live media streams in high quality.
Think: Content generators may think that high quality media and reduction in costs will lead to
better profits for their business. They may even think of expanding their coverage to other areas,
other domains etc.
Feel: Media companies will feel more confident as their viewers can view content in real-time
with minimum to no lag.
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Updates to the Market Analysis
PESTLE Analysis

Figure 74 UC4.4 PESTLE Analysis

PESTLE analysis has been done (see above figure 74) to understand the external factors affecting
the use case. The above figure will be described in brief for UC4.4 by taking each external factor
in consideration.
Political: Broadcasting permissions will be necessary. Local permissions for shooting in different
locations will be needed and could lead to political conflicts for e.g., shooting during
protests/political events etc.
Economical: Massive reduction in costs for content generators in terms of personnel, operations
and equipment. Initial investment in new wireless devices would be higher. In the long run,
content generators would be able to acquire more users because of providing high quality
seamless content.
Social: Overall a much better viewing experience for users with high quality and uninterrupted
content. This will also create a good societal image of the media company.
Technological: New technologies will be deployed like real-time censored wireless cameras, and
multi-link bonding by aggregation of bandwidth from other networks as well. Overall deployment
of 5G infrastructure will of course be of utmost importance.
Legal: Compliance with data privacy, defamation, piracy, copyright laws. Acquiring shooting
permissions and licences will be another important legal factor.
Environmental: Reduction in carbon footprint because of elimination of huge satellite trucks
and other heavy equipment on-site.

SWOT Analysis
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The SWOT analysis for this specific UC can be seen below, In Figure 75, describing the particular
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the future operation of the use case.

Figure 75 UC4.4 SWOT Analysis

4.4.5 UC4.5 Immersive and integrated media and gaming
Background
UC4.5 deals with the development of a set of immersive gaming scenarios which showcases the
use of 5G for the gaming industry. The gaming industry is one of the fastest growing industry with
a significant number of users being early adopters of new technologies therefore penetration of
5G will be the fastest in the industry.
Stakeholder Analysis
The first step of stakeholder analysis is to make a list of all the important stakeholders who will
be affected by and interested in the use case. In this case it is use of 5G for immersive and
integrated media and games.
Table 25 List of stakeholders for UC4.5

Stakeholder

Role

Gamers

Actual users of the games

Publishing companies

Spreading the word about 5G adoption and
gaming

VR HMD equipment suppliers

Companies producing VR headsets to
demonstrate the use of 5G in their devices
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Device manufacturers

Manufacturers of 5G and AR/VR compliant
devices

Gaming companies

Building more games for 5G compatible devices
and development of AR/VR games

VR/AR software engines

VR/AR software development platforms like
Unity, Unreal etc.

Network providers

5G network providers

Data companies

Managing data servers linked to the games

Investors

Public or private investors in necessary hardware
and software equipment

Below, a stakeholder map for UC4.5 can be seen in Figure 76.

Figure 76 Stakeholder map UC4.5

The 4 quadrants in the above figure help in deciding the level of engagement with the respective
stakeholders.
Manage closely: This quadrant involves stakeholders like VR HMD device manufacturers, mobile
device manufacturers, 5G network providers, VR/AR development platforms, gaming companies
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and data companies who are all high power, high interest stakeholders for this UC and need to
be managed closely with extra efforts to keep them well informed and satisfied.
Keep Satisfied: This quadrant involves investors and legal authorities who have high power but
considerably less interest in the project. These stakeholders need to be kept satisfied because of
their high power but not bombarded with too much information.
Keep informed: This quadrant involves gamers and publishing companies who are extremely
valuable to make this project work. These stakeholders are highly interested in the project but
do not really have much power over it. However, they are important in the project execution,
can give valuable inputs and need to be well informed about the project progress and all other
details.
Monitor: This involves the general citizens, non-gamers and users of mobile devices. These
stakeholders are not very interested neither have much say in the project and hence need to just
be informed about the project overview on a basic level.
Empathy Map
In UC4.5, Gamers are considered as the users while making the user empathy map as they will
be the ones actually playing VR and AR immersive games using 5G networks as seen below in
Figure 77.

Figure 77 UC4.5 Empathy map

Let us discuss each section in brief for UC4.5:
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See: Gamers will be able to see more enhanced environments and immersive real life like
environments through AR and VR games. Gamers will also be able to see a better field of view,
overall higher quality of content and real-time updates, responses to their actions.
Do: Gamers will be able to interact with virtual objects, they will be able to play games through
any available devices as 5G makes cloud gaming possible. Overall, more people will get into
gaming because of more attractive experiences.
Say: Gamers say that lack of good speed often drops them out of games which is very annoying,
especially for hardcore gamers. 5G will fix this. They also say that being able to play games from
any device anywhere will be a big step as not everyone can currently afford to do that.
Hear: Gamers will be able to hear high quality sound effects while playing games ensuring an
even better experience. They will also hear about more and more games being introduced into
the market with 5G deployment.
Think: Gamers will think that now with the excellent speed of 5G they can take gaming seriously
and even pursue it as a career.
Feel: They will feel very excited to play immersive games in VR and AR. They will also feel much
less agitated because of faster real-time responses, score updates etc. in games.
Updates to the Market Analysis
PESTLE Analysis

Figure 78 UC4.5 PESTLE Analysis

PESTLE analysis has been done (see above Figure 78) to understand the external factors affecting
the use case. The above figure will be described in brief for UC4.5 by taking each external factor
in consideration.
Political: Adherence to state and federal regulations. AR/VR could possibly be misused for
political campaigns or defaming people leading to conflicts. Formation of specific lobby groups is
another added political factor.
Economical: 5G deployment will allow VR/AR companies to earn massive revenues as an
increasing amount of people will get involved in gaming using their devices and software’s. AR/VR
device manufacturers may have to initially invest a lot in increasing their production.
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Social: User experience for gamers will be more enhanced, real-like and immersive. 5G will even
make possible cloud gaming which will be device agnostic allowing gamers to play games in good
quality from anywhere and from any device. Users' attitude towards adoption of VR/AR could be
a concern as many may show resistance towards adoption of these novel technologies and it may
take time.
Technological: 5G compatible devices and VR headsets are the major technologies involved.
Other technologies include software needed to run VR and AR applications which can be
developed on online engines like Unity, Unreal etc.
Legal: Compliance with GDPR, copyright, piracy and censorship regulations.
Environmental: Reduced carbon footprint as AR/VR devices using 5G support can allow for
cloud gaming meaning that gamers would not have to travel distances but would be able to
play remotely. AR/VR could also be used for other applications like training and environmental
awareness campaigns which would also indirectly contribute towards the environment.
SWOT Analysis

The SWOT analysis for this specific UC can be seen below, In Figure 79, describing the particular
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the future operation of the use case.

Figure 79 UC4.5 SWOT Analysis

Approach to go-to Market

An overview of the initial approach to market for this UC is outlined as follows:
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Target market: Gamers and VR Enthusiasts
Product market fit: Providing the best and most immersive multiplayer experience in Virtual
Reality. Using 5G to provide a seamless multiplayer experience.
Pricing strategy: Freemium model. Users will be able to play some maps for free but will have to
pay for specialised maps and weapons in the game
Distribution and adoption plan: The biggest distribution channel would be Steam as it supports
VR games. Following that, we will work with publishers and other VR Game companies to copublish the games and market them to increase adoption.
These initial go-to market insights will form the basis for further business pan development for
this use case, evidenced fully in the accompanying deliverable D8.2: Business Development Plan.
4.4.6 UC4.6 Cooperative media production
Background
Cooperative Media Production, or At-Home Production or Remote Integration (REMI) has
become the new standard for production companies, broadcasters and sports organizations of
all sizes. Multi-camera live events and productions is a standard for the industry, the use case
focuses the use of 5G for such productions.
Stakeholder Analysis
The first step of stakeholder analysis is to make a list of all the important stakeholders who will
be affected by and interested in the use case. In this case it is use of 5G for corporate media
production.
Table 26 List of Stakeholders UC4.6

Stakeholder

Role

Media production company

Production companies covering live events like
news, sports etc.

Camera and audio teams

On-field teams doing the coverage

Remote production team

Management of the server, producing content
and distribution to viewers

Viewers

End users of the produced content

Network provider

5G network enabling remote production

Equipment suppliers

Suppliers of wireless cameras, sensors, controls,
cellular-based transmission devices etc.

Investors

Public or private investors is new production
equipment and 5G infrastructure
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Legal authorities

Ensuring data security and shooting permissions

Location owners

Owners of shooting locations to provide
permissions for equipment and infrastructure
usage

Below, a stakeholder map for UC4.6 can be seen in Figure 80.

Figure 80 Stakeholder map UC4.6

The 4 quadrants in the above figure help in deciding the level of engagement with the respective
stakeholders.
Manage closely: This quadrant involves stakeholders like media production companies, remote
production team, 5G providers and equipment suppliers who are all high power, high interest
stakeholders for this UC and need to be managed closely with extra efforts to keep them well
informed and satisfied.
Keep Satisfied: This quadrant involves investors, legal authorities and location owners who have
high power but considerably less interest in the project. These stakeholders need to be kept
satisfied because of their high power but not bombarded with too much information.
Keep informed: This quadrant involves viewers who are the end users and camera and audio
teams who do the actual coverage and who are extremely valuable to make this project work.
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These stakeholders are highly interested in the project but do not really have much power over
it. However, they are important in the project execution, can give valuable inputs and need to be
well informed about the project progress and all other details.
Monitor: This involves the general citizens and social media channels. These stakeholders are not
very interested neither have much say in the project and hence need to just be informed about
the project overview on a basic level.
Empathy Map
In UC4.6, Cooperative media production companies are considered as the users while making the
user empathy map as they will be the ones covering live events using 5G networks as seen below
in Figure 81.

Figure 81 UC4.6 Empathy map

Let us discuss each section in brief for UC4.6:
See: Media companies will be able to see a massive reduction in operational costs, wireless
equipment and high quality of content for the viewers.
Do: Media companies will cover footage from previously inaccessible locations and even expand
to a much higher quality like 4K, 8K etc. They may even increase subscription fees because of
enhanced quality. They will even start covering multiple events and try to add additional features
and services to the existing ones. They will even set up and train remote production teams.
Say: Media companies said that live coverage is critical, and they are not yet sure about the
maturity of 5G for media. They also say that 5G will solve one of their biggest challenges of multisite media production.
Hear: Media companies will hear lesser complaints about transmission losses and lags etc.
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Think: Expansion into new use cases and provide more content to more views. They also think
they could fit wireless cameras into tighter spaces for better angles.
Feel: They will feel like they are providing viewers with excellent quality and experiences. They
will also be relived to have everything centrally produced rather than at multiple locations.
Updates to the Market Analysis
PESTLE Analysis

Figure 82 UC4.6 PESTLE Analysis

PESTLE analysis has been done (see above Figure 82) to understand the external factors affecting
the use case. The above figure will be described in brief for UC4.6 by taking each external factor
in consideration.
Political: Permissions related to broadcasting and shooting licences will be important. Possibility
of political conflicts related to shooting in critical locations or events.
Economical: High initial investments in setting up of new wireless censored cameras, remote
servers and setting up of remote production set-up and teams. However, media companies will
save immensely on operational costs like travel costs and personnel costs.
Social: Excellent quality, uninterrupted and real-time viewing experience for users. More
convenient and safer shooting set-up because of elimination of heavy equipment and cables and
use of wireless and lighter cameras.
Technological: Remote server and production set-up will be required. Wireless camera systems
and cellular-based wireless transmission devices will be used at shooting locations. Overall
addition of new technologies may initially lead to operational complexity.
Legal: Compliance with GDPR regulations as well as mass media laws like defamation law,
censorship, piracy and copyright regulations. Another legal factor will be acquiring of
broadcasting permissions and licences as well as location permissions.
Environmental: Reduction in carbon emissions because of elimination of heavy energy
consuming equipment, satellite trucks and personnel travel.
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SWOT Analysis

The SWOT analysis for this specific UC can be seen below, In Figure 83, describing the particular
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the future operation of the use case.

Figure 83 UC4.6 PESTLE Analysis

Approach to go-to Market

An overview of the initial approach to market for this UC is outlined as follows:
Target market: Cooperative media production companies that cover live events like news, sports,
events etc.
Product market fit: Providing high quality content to the viewers from all locations including
previously inaccessible locations and also while being mobile with the support of modern wireless
smart cameras supported by 5G networks. Media companies will be able to save immensely on
operational costs including personnel, travel and equipment costs.
Pricing strategy: Pricing strategy for content viewers would be a tiered subscription-based model
where viewers can select combinations of different features based on their need at different
price points. For media companies there will be a one-time price strategy for buying the wireless
cameras and other equipment but again a subscription-based model with a third-party data
company for handling the remote servers.
Distribution and adoption plan: Distribution channels for the media company to reach their
viewers will mainly be social media, websites, SEO, press releases and podcasts. Adoption plan
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for the media companies would be to start covering a particular domain e.g., live sports and then
expand to other domains. For the viewers, an adoption plan would be to provide free
subscription to the content channels for a week/month for them to get a hang of the content
quality then followed by paid subscriptions.
These initial go-to market insights will form the basis for further business pan development for
this use case, evidenced fully in the accompanying deliverable D8.2: Business Development Plan.
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5. Results of Technology Monitoring during the project lifetime
During the course of the project, the project partners have been actively monitoring the
technological improvements in their respective areas of interest related to 5G, with an open
online repository created via a knowledge base23 created by the project partners. This knowledge
base, developed specifically for 5G-Solutions (Figure 84), has allowed the project to support
technology monitoring on two fronts:
1. Allowing project partners to post interesting technical, business and societal
developments arising from the target sectors mostly arising from external project work.
2. Allowing the project to post interesting updates, disseminate materials and post public
deliverables arising from 5G-Solutions.
This process has allowed the project and external interested parties to access a high-quality
overview of the work being done in targeted project space.

Figure 84 Homepage of the 5G-Solutions Knowledgebase

The knowledge base was structured to allow the categorisation of the project into related Living
Lab actions and industries, with the following high-level categories applied:
•

•

23

Factories of the Future:
Containing articles and posts in areas such as “5G and Industrial Automation: Practical
Use Cases”, “How 5G Enables Advanced Metering Infrastructure for Smarter Utilities” and
“The 5G PPP - White paper on Factories of the Future”.
Media & Entertainment:
Containing articles and posts in areas such as “What opportunities does 5G hold for
Entertainment Tech startups?”, “5G Will Transform the Media Landscape and Enable Over
US$69 Billion in Revenues to Cloud Gaming and Cloud Video by 2024” and “5G video
streaming: a golden opportunity?”.

https://www.knowledgeportalcenter.com/default.aspx?articleID=11847
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Smart Cities:
Containing articles and posts in areas such as “How will 5G revolutionize the world of
energy and communications?”, “How can we protect our smart cities in the age of 5G?”
and “5G and the Smart City - Early use cases are now emerging”.
Smart Energy:
Containing articles and posts in areas such as “5G Network Slicing Enabling the Smart
Grid”, “How 5G Enables Advanced Metering Infrastructure for Smarter Utilities” and “5G
Powered utility Transformation”.
Smart Ports:
Containing articles and posts in areas such as “Land ahoy: 5G powering smart port
transformation”, “5G Smart Port White Paper” and “What to expect from 5G at logistics
and port management?”.
SME Opportunities:
Containing articles and posts in areas such as “A practitioners’ guide to accelerate 5G for
business in 2020”, “5G Business Models and Opportunities for SMEs as savvy providers of
5G applications and services” and “Conversation: 5G — Challenges and Opportunities for
SMEs”.
Societal Impacts:
Containing articles and posts in areas such as “The 5G Economic Impact”, and “Enterprises
building their future with 5G and Wi-Fi 6”.
Technology Development:
Containing articles and posts in areas such as “Smart Grid: a demanding use case for 5G
technologies”, “Monetizing AI at the Edge of your 5G Network” and “Seven use cases for
5G NR over non-terrestrial networks”.
Telecoms Providers:
Containing articles and posts in areas such as “A 5G future for the telecom industry”, “5G
Tech - 5G is driving the world crazy, but what is it really?” and “5G Networks Market
Industry Segmentation by Type, Application, Regions, Key News and Size by 2027”.
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In addition, the Knowledgebase was used to dissemination the publicly available deliverables
arising from both the 5G-Solutions and other related projects (namely the 5G Routes and TRUSTS
projects). Deliverables, as seen below in Figure 85, such as D9.2B – Dissemination and
communication plan24, D1.3 – Leverage, build upon and extend previous and ongoing work from
EU funded 5G-PPP projects25 and 2nd phase of 5G standardisation and D1.2B Cross-domain
Service Orchestration and Management Challenges Analysis (v2.0) were posted to the
Knowledgebase26.

Figure 85 Project Deliverables on the Knowledgebase

The main developments in the technology include development of use cases stemming from the
public availability of 5G. New markets such as use of 5G in healthcare and farming have shown a
lot of advancements which gave a lot of ideas for the use case partners to adopt their
technological plans in the implementation of the use cases. Advancements in sound analysis for
various use cases allowed UC3.6 to develop a plan to use sound analysis for machine’s predictive
maintenance and the use of simulation in autonomous car training helped UC3.1 to use
simulation for smart street light training.
More than 40 major articles/deliverables were posted in the knowledge base, examples of which
can be seen below in Figure A, which allowed in driving the planning and implementation of the
use cases of 5G Solutions. Articles included the social impacts of 5G and how the enterprises
building their future with 5G and Wi-Fi 6 increasing just the IoT connections from $525 million in
operator-billed revenues to $8 Billion in 2024. 5G is also an enabling factor for autonomous
automotive and smart city sectors as key growth drivers. IoT also enables factor of the future
growth with greater agility and productivity as well as ensuring the safety of employees.

24

https://www.knowledgeportalcenter.com/default.aspx?cmrid=2464

25

https://www.knowledgeportalcenter.com/default.aspx?cmrid=2465

26

https://www.knowledgeportalcenter.com/default.aspx?cmrid=2467
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Figure 86 Example of Articles from 5G-Solutions Knowledgebase

For the media sector, 5G is enabling a more immersive experience; not just gaming but also
learning and shopping. Smart glasses powered by 5G will completely change how humans
connect and experience the world around them, as well as demonstration of consumer and
enterprise application that can be built for such smart glasses. Projects such as VictoryXR27, are
delivering immersive classrooms and campuses and creating more engaged and enjoyable online
learning experiences. Due to COVID-19, demand for such tools increased dramatically. Similarly,
video usage is expected to account for 70% of mobile network traffic in 2022, therefore use cases
such as UC4.1, provide a greater potential for exploitation to provide faster and higher quality
live experiences.
The technology monitoring tool developed during the project lifetime has provided immense
knowledge to help use case partners shape actions, define use cases and help to share and utilise
information relevant for their use cases and Living Lab development actions. This repository also
supported the active dissemination of project outcomes and results, acting as a central focal
point for the delivery of the proposed 5G enable industry solutions. These actions will continue
for the duration of the project, with additional material added as the project outputs increase
and the exploitation and final dissemination actions are finalised.

27

https://www.victoryxr.com/
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6. Summary and Conclusions
This deliverable presents the market analysis and technology monitoring of the 5G-SOLUTIONS
project and its verticals. The deliverable starts by laying down the updates in the market of 5G in
the past years since the first D8.1 was published. The deliverable provides an update to the
markets of each of the living labs in the project along with the technology readiness level of each
of the technology involved in the use cases.
Following this, the deliverable provides a thorough analysis of the use cases addressed in the
project. The deliverable documents the stakeholders involved in the project and how much
importance should be given to each of the stakeholders. We further created Empathy Maps to
address the most important concerns from the customers of each of the use cases and what the
end consumers value most in the development of the use case which will help in determining
where to focus during future exploitation. Finally, we updated the PESTLE and SWOT analysis
completed in the previous version of the deliverable.
The document also shows an early go-to market strategy devised for the 4 major use cases
chosen for further business model planning and will be documented in more detail in D8.2.
Finally, the deliverable covers the technology monitoring done during the project life cycle and
will be continued after the project to create a database of relevant knowledge for the partners
and the community in general.
The deliverable provides an update to the work done previously but at the same time provides a
starting point for all use case leaders to start their marketing and exploitation planning as most
of the technologies are fairly high level according to TRL. The deliverable also provides inputs to
D8.2B which will focus on business models for these use cases.
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